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Preface
The work in Chapter 2 is a benchmarked study comparing self-docking and cross-docking
simulations of Class A GPCR with available structures in more than one activation state. The
benchmark was submitted for publication to the Journal of Computer Aided Molecular Design
(JCAM). The benchmark is currently under revision for resubmission.
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Abstract
G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) comprise the largest family of cell surface receptors in
vertebrates. With regulatory roles in physiological functions, GPCR are excellent pharmaceutical
targets. Ligand discovery studies are aided by molecular docking simulations to identify
potential interactions between small molecules and proteins. Thus far, blind assessments of
ligand pose prediction have not provided performance expectations for docking into GPCR
targets. Chapter 2 defines GPCR docking performance expectations through investigation of
differences in cross-docking simulations based on differences in receptor activation state (active,
intermediate, inactive) and ligand function (agonist, inverse agonist, antagonist). Cross-docking
most resembled self-docking between docked receptor pairs with the same activation state.
Homology modeling uses a template receptor to construct a model of a desired protein target.
However, some receptor templates are available in more than one activation state. Chapter 3
focuses on homology modeling of 40 GPCR targets with model construction driven by template
activation state.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) comprise the largest family of cell surface receptors
in vertebrates. This superfamily contains over 800 members in the human genome, which
mediate numerous physiological and pathophysiological functions including vision, smell,
neurological function, cardiac regulation, and more[1]. One such example, and perhaps the most
notable and best understood signaling mechanism of GPCR, is the regulation of heart rate via
adrenergic receptors. In the heart, the beta-1 adrenergic receptor (ADRB1) helps regulate heart
rate. The hormone epinephrine binds to ADRB1 and increases heart rate[2]. When an individual
suffers from cardiac arrest, epinephrine is administered in attempts to regain cardiac function.
Conversely, an individual suffering from tachycardia can take beta-blockers to lower their heart
rate[2]. The role of GPCR in physiology and disease clearly makes them important
pharmacological targets. As such, over one-third of FDA approved drugs target 130 unique
GPCR, leaving a vast majority of receptors untargeted and understudied[3,4].
Early drug discovery methods, including those for GPCR, were done through a process of
reverse pharmacology, essentially testing random compounds until a signal or pharmacological
response was produced[5]. Approaches gradually transitioned to high throughput screening
methods to test numerous compounds at the same time. However, as more receptors were
studied, identifying novel ligands became more difficult and required numerous additional
compounds making it costly and time-consuming. Drug discovery efforts have advanced with the
introduction of in silico methods that have decreased both the time and costs of drug
development. Computational methods such as molecular docking are beneficial for drug
discovery efforts by narrowing potential drug candidates before experimental validation takes
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place[6]. One such use of computational modeling is the use of molecular docking to predict
potential ligand-residue interactions advantageous for specific ligand-GPCR interactions. As of
May 10, 2021, there are experimentally resolved, 3-dimensional structures for 94 unique GPCR
listed in the RCSB Protein Databank[7] according to GPCRdb[8]. This means over 700 GPCR
currently lack experimentally characterized structures. Structures of both the protein target and
the ligand(s) being docked are required for molecular docking simulations. Computational
methods can be applied to construct models (predicted structures) of the numerous receptors
lacking available structures. Homology modeling is one of many computational tools in which a
predictive model of a receptor can be constructed based on the structure of a receptor “template”
with high homology to the receptor of interest[9].
All GPCR share the same topological characteristics of seven transmembrane alpha
helices, three extracellular loops, and three intracellular loops (Figure 1). This shared topology
makes homology modeling a convenient and powerful tool for studying GPCR that lack
experimentally resolved structures. The resulting homology model bears high structural
similarity to the template; therefore, template selection is the most important step to modeling.
Typically, these homologs are selected based on the similarity of the primary amino acid
sequences between the template and target receptors[10]. There have been a few benchmark
studies showing that templates chosen by other similarity metrics construct more accurate
homology models, but none that incorporate the selection of a specific activation state of the
template[10–13]. GPCR are in a constant equilibrium of conformations from active to
intermediate and inactive. GPCR conformations can also be impacted by the type of ligand
binding to the receptor[14]. Further, GPCR binding pockets may exhibit volumetric and
structural differences between conformations[15]. The primary amino acid sequences will not
2

reflect any of these structural features, so do templates chosen by this practice provide the most
accurate models for drug discovery applications? This raises the question, does the activation
state of the template receptor impact the resulting homology model?

Figure 1. Superposition of nine GPCR across Class A clusters showing topological similarities of seven
transmembrane helices, three extracellular loops (at the top) and three intracellular helices (at the bottom).
Structures depicted are described by structure color, the receptor:PDB ID. Red, S1PR1:3V2Y[16];
orange, OPSD:1U19[17]; yellow, MTR1A:6ME2[18]; lime green, OPRD:4N6H[19]; dark green,
CCR5:5UIW[20]; cyan, PE2R3:6M9T[21]; blue, P2RY1:4XNV[22]; pink, DRD2:6VMS[23]; gold,
OXYR:6TPK[24]. All structures were manually prepped by deleting fusion partners, water molecules,
and ligands.

Previous work in our group has collaboratively assessed critical decisions within
homology modeling protocols with the overall purpose to improve ligand discovery methods. A
typical protocol used for our homology modeling process can be seen in the workflow detailed in
Figure 2. The first step of homology modeling is the template selection process. To reiterate, the
3

common practice previously was to select a template with a highest primary amino acid sequence
similarity, a global similarity metric. In 2016, Ngo et al. compared all Class A GPCR and
generated the contact-informed neighboring pocket (GPCR-CoINPocket) metric[25,26]. The
CoINPocket score is a local similarity metric that measures GPCR binding pocket similarities
based on the patterns of ligand-residue interactions from experimentally resolved Class A GPCR
structures. Castleman et al. 2018[12] constructed homology models of six crystallized Class A
GPCR using templates chosen by global and local similarity metrics. It was determined that the
homology models constructed using the CoINPocket similarity metric produced better GPCR
homology models for molecular docking.

Step 1:
Template Selection

Step 2:
Sequence
Alignment

Step 3:
Model Construction

Step 6:
Conserved Disulfide
Bond Formation

Step 5:
Scoring Output
Loop Models

Step 4:
De Novo ECL2
Construction

Step 7:
Top Ten Model
Evaluation
Figure 2. Homology modeling protocol.

The second extracellular loop (ECL2) of GPCR is the most variable of the three
extracellular loops of the GPCR structure[27,28]. Site-directed mutagenesis of residues within
4

ECL2 have shown a decrease in ligand binding, showing ECL2 has a role in ligand recognition
and binding[27]. Because of this role, there is an additional modeling step after the construction
of a homology model to sample various ECL2 conformations (Step 4 from Figure 2). There are
two conserved cysteine residues at positions 3.25 within the third transmembrane helix (TM3)
and 45.50 within ECL2 that form a disulfide bond in many GPCR. If the cysteine residues are
present in the GPCR, the disulfide bond is incorporated into the ECL2 modeling (Step 6 from
Figure 2). Wink et al. 2019, demonstrated that when this disulfide bond is constrained to a
distance with an upper limit of 5.1Å , improved the lowest root-mean squared deviation (RMSD)
of constructed homology models relative to original structures[29]. Additionally, this constraint
limits the structural variability of ECL2 within models, requiring less sampling. Receptors
lacking these cysteine residues at these positions will have a higher structural variability in ECL2
conformation and will require larger sampling efforts to accommodate the higher number of
possible conformations.
The approach for homology modeling was further improved by Szwabowski et al. 2020,
by retaining the template ligand to act as an “Environment of Induced Fit” during model
construction[30]. The ligand was retained during all steps of model construction and then was
removed before molecular docking preparation.
After all these contributions, attention was returned to Step 1 of the homology modeling
protocol, focusing on template selection. Of the 94 unique GPCR with available resolved
structures, only 23 are characterized in more than one activation state. If a chosen template
receptor is one of the 23 receptors, which activation state should be used to construct the
homology model? As previously mentioned, the activation state of a GPCR is stabilized by the
type of ligand (agonist, inverse agonist, antagonist) that binds to the binding pocket. It is well
5

understood that full agonists will bind to and stabilize active conformations while inverse
agonists stabilize inactive conformations[14]. Antagonists are known as “blocking agents”,
capable of binding to any activation state, including various intermediate conformations[14].
This adds to the complexity in interpreting docking simulations using GPCR, as these multiple
activation states also occupy different conformational spaces[15]. From the 11 receptors utilized
in the study discussed in Chapter 2, the binding pockets of receptors with the same activation
state (in complex with the same ligand type) had an all-atom RMSD ranging from 0.38 to 1.18Å.
A similar narrow range was also observed between the binding pockets of receptors with the
same activation state and different ligand functions, from 0.47 to 1.21Å. When comparing the
binding pockets of receptors in different activation states, this range increases by almost three
times, 0.87 to 3.08Å. This is illustrating conformational differences within the binding pockets of
receptors in different activation states. The available conformational space of a receptor will
have an impact on molecular docking, as larger pockets from one activation state provide more
space for the ligand interactions that might not be possible in smaller pocket resulting from a
different conformation or another activation state.
Molecular docking can be classified as self-docking or cross-docking. In self-docking
simulations, the ligand that is in complex with a protein structure is removed from and then
docked back into that same structure. Generally, these types of docking studies are used to assess
the accuracy of docking algorithms and pose selection because the original complex serves as a
reference for comparison to resulting docking poses. The Drug Design and Discovery (D3R)
consortium has assessed docking accuracy ranges through numerous blinded protein-ligand pose
prediction competitions (known as the Grand Challenges). In the proteins investigated, it was
determined that pose accuracy may depend on the similarity of the ligands within the available
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crystal structures[31–33]. Cross-docking simulations dock ligands into protein structures that
were not in complex with those ligands in experimentally resolved complexes. For ligand
discovery, cross-docking is often used to prioritize and/or optimize potential ligand candidates.
Considering many ligand/drug candidates are uniquely designed for the receptor of interest, there
are usually no reference complexes for comparison to aid in pose selection from cross-docking
results. From the Grand Challenges, there was evidence that pose prediction from cross-docking
performed similarly to self-docking[31–33]. However, none of the Grand Challenges have
assessed protein targets within the GPCR family, therefore, docking accuracy ranges for the
largest group of cell surface receptors have not been given the same attention. Because of the
lack of research in this area concerning GPCR, we aim to assess the performance of self-docking
and cross-docking using GPCR targets in Chapter 2.
The work discussed in Chapter 2 not only investigates docking performance of GPCR
targets, but also assesses a second critical decision within Step 1 of our workflow (Figure 2) to
improve resulting cross-docking simulations. It was previously demonstrated that homology
models were improved when the template receptor was chosen by the local similarity metric, the
GPCR-CoINPocket score[12]. Since there are 23 receptors experimentally characterized in more
than one activation state, it is possible that a potential template receptor has structures in more
than one activation state available. In this scenario, which structure should be chosen? Does the
activation state of a receptor influence the outcome of molecular docking? This was investigated
by assessing docking results comprised of a set of 11 GPCR with structures in more than one
activation state. Considering self-docking results are generally more accurate than cross-docking,
the study investigated if there were scenarios of cross-docking with accuracy similar to self-
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docking based on differences in 1) receptor activation state (active, intermediate, inactive) or 2)
ligand function (agonist, antagonist, inverse agonist).
Our results showed that cross-docking most resembled self-docking between receptors of
the same activation state with the same ligand function. From this, we suggested that the ligand
function under investigation should dictate the activation state chosen for a homology model
template. For example, when investigating a full agonist, a template receptor structure in the
active conformation should be utilized for model construction. These results, further explained in
Chapter 2, refined our current homology modeling protocol which was then implemented in our
longer term goal to expand ligand discovery for orphan GPCR targets described in Chapter 3.
The work in Chapter 3 focuses on a particular group of GPCR referred to as orphan
GPCR. These receptors lack known endogenous ligands and, in some cases, even lack known
physiological function. This group of receptors is particularly important for the advancement of
our physiological understanding, and ultimately could be of great pharmacological importance
for treating human diseases. In efforts to prioritize research for orphan GPCR, and other
druggable receptors and proteins, the National Institutes of Health initiated the Illuminating the
Druggable Genome (IDG) project in 2014. The IDG project now serves as a central location and
database for scientists to obtain and share information regarding these druggable targets. Four
target development levels (TDL) were defined within this effort to classify targets based on our
current understanding of their ligand activity and physiological function. These TDL ordered
from most known information to least known information are: Tclin, Tchem, Tbio, and Tdark
(https://druggablegenome.net/ProteinFam). Additionally, parameters for ligand activity
thresholds were established for the various druggable proteins. For GPCR, the threshold for an
acceptable ligand potency (IC50) is less than or equal to 100nM. Tclin targets have ligands with
8

activities that satisfy the defined threshold and have known mechanisms of action. Tchem targets
also have ligands with activities that satisfy the threshold, but their mechanism of action is not
defined. Tbio targets have known physiological function but no ligands satisfying the activity
threshold. Tdark targets have no defined physiological function and no ligands satisfying the
activity threshold.
In addition to lacking known ligands, the majority of orphan GPCR also lack known
small molecule ligands, and experimentally resolved structures. Therefore, ligand investigation
efforts often require homology modeling in order to have a structure for molecular docking. Of
the 94 unique GPCR with available structures, about 23 of them have structures in multiple
activation states. When initiating a ligand investigation effort, what template activation state
should be used to produce the most accurate docking results following model construction? The
results discussed in Chapter 2 shaped the template selection approach for the work done in
Chapter 3 to generate a database of homology models for 40 chosen orphan GPCR targets
classified as Tbio and Tdark. If available, template receptors having multiple activation states were
used to construct multiple homology models. This led to a total of 59 initial homology models
for the 40 orphan GPCR targets. These models have been saved for future use in molecular
docking efforts to begin identifying ligands for these orphan targets.
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Chapter 2
Self-docking and cross-docking simulations of G protein-coupled receptor-ligand
complexes: impact of ligand type and receptor activation state
Brittany N. Thomas BS, Abby L. Parrill Ph.D., Daniel L. Baker Ph.D.
Abstract
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) are the largest family of cell surface receptors in
vertebrates. Their abundance and role in nearly all physiological systems make GPCR the largest
protein family targeted for development of pharmaceuticals. Ligand discovery aimed at
identification of chemical tools and drug leads is aided by molecular docking simulations that
allow critical analysis of the potential interactions between small molecules and proteins in
resulting docked complexes. However, blind assessments of ligand pose and affinity prediction
have thus far not provided performance expectations for docking into GPCR targets. This work
defines GPCR docking performance expectations through a thorough characterization of docking
performance differences in cross-docking simulations based on differences in receptor activation
state (active, intermediate, inactive) and ligand function (agonist, inverse agonist, antagonist).
Simulations were performed using 37 experimental structures of 11 Class A GPCR crystallized
in multiple activation states (37 self-docking and 68 cross docking simulations examined). A
future application of this work is to guide creation of a workflow for cross-docking approaches
to be used for ligand discovery targeting GPCR lacking currently available crystal structures.
This is important particularly for developing sufficiently accurate homology models to be used
for ligand discovery. Results show that one specific subset of cross-docking simulations gave
results of similar quality to self-docking. Median ligand RMSD values for top-scored poses were
1.2Å and 2.0Å for self-docking and StateMatch/FunctionMatch cross-docking, respectively.
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Therefore, docking performance against GPCR targets can be optimized by careful selection of
docking target structures in appropriate activation states.
Introduction
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) are the largest family of cell surface receptors in
vertebrates, consisting of over 800 members encoded in the human genome[1]. GPCR contribute
in numerous ways to both physiology and pathophysiology, making them frequent therapeutic
targets. Currently, about one-third of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved drugs
target more than 130 GPCR[3][4]. Experimentally resolved three-dimensional structures of
GPCR ligand complexes provide protein-ligand interaction insights that can aid in drug
development and optimization. As of December 2020, only 89 unique GPCR were represented
by experimental structures in the Protein Data Bank[7] (www.rcsb.org) according to the GPCR
database, GPCRdb[8] (https://gpcrdb.org/structure/statistics). Therefore, over 700 GPCR lack
experimentally resolved structures, although many of these are also considered promising targets
for drug development.
Molecular docking simulations in silico can provide predictions of protein-ligand
interactions. The Drug Design and Discovery (D3R) consortium has managed several blinded
protein-ligand pose and affinity blind prediction competitions (Grand Challenges) that provide
insight into potential accuracy ranges to expect from docking[31–34]. These Grand Challenges
illustrate that pose prediction performance varied across the proteins investigated. Pose
prediction accuracy depends in part on the number of available crystal structures from which to
select the docking target, as a larger number of characterized structures is more likely to
represent the range of protein structural variability possible. Pose prediction accuracy also
shows dependence on the similarity of target ligands to those present in the available crystal
11

structures, although not in a simple linear relationship. None of the protein targets in these
Grand Challenges were members of the GPCR family, leaving a deficit of blind pose and affinity
prediction performance data for this important protein family. Docking studies using GPCR
targets are complicated by the activation state dependent conformational differences in the global
structures and binding pockets[15]. Prior to a binding event, GPCR exist in a continuous
equilibrium between active, intermediate, and inactive states. According to the ternary complex
model, full agonists stabilize active receptor structures and shift receptor equilibrium to an active
conformation[35]. Inverse agonists stabilize inactive receptors and shift receptor equilibrium to
an inactive conformation. Both partial agonists and antagonists can bind to either active or
inactive receptors, as well as stabilizing various types of intermediate conformations[35]. In
short, agonists are considered “activating ligands”, antagonists are “blocking ligands”, and
inverse agonists are “deactivating ligands”[36]. Docking ligands with different functions into a
single receptor activation state or docking ligands with shared function into receptors in different
activation states might impact pose prediction performance, although the nature of this impact
has not been thoroughly characterized.
Docking studies are generally classified as either self-docking or cross-docking. Selfdocking describes the cases in which the ligand from a protein-ligand complex is removed and
docked back into the protein structure it had been in complex with. Self-docking usage is limited
to assessing docking algorithms and protocols, as the experimental complex serves as a reference
structure for the determination of pose prediction accuracy, which can be reflected by the root
mean square deviation (RMSD) between the positions of docked and reference ligand atoms.
Lower RMSD values correspond with more accurate pose predictions. Cross-docking describes
pose prediction for a ligand that was not part of the experimentally-characterized complex with
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the protein used as the docking target. Cross-docking can be applied in ligand discovery either to
prioritize ligand candidates for experimental screening or in ligand optimization to investigate
the possible impacts of ligand modifications on complex formation. Self-docking is generally
more accurate than cross-docking because the binding pocket in the protein structure used in
self-docking reflects any ligand-induced conformational changes relevant to the ligand being
docked[36]. However, blind pose prediction results show that cross-docking can sometimes
achieve accuracies similar to self-docking[31–34]. As cross-docking into GPCR has not been
subject to blind pose prediction performance assessment, we herein explore cross-docking
performance in the GPCR family as a function of receptor activation state and ligand function.
The central question of this work is – are there instances where cross-docking performs similarly
to self-docking? Investigating this could help develop docking protocols showing improved
docking accuracy and positively impact methodology for computationally assisted ligand
discovery for GPCR targets.
The goal of this work was to investigate the performance similarities and differences
between self-docking and cross-docking simulations based on differences in 1) ligand function
(agonist, inverse agonist, antagonist) or 2) receptor activation state (active, intermediate,
inactive). Using 37 structures from 11 Class A GPCR, we completed 37 self-docking and 68
cross-docking simulations to investigate the performance of cross-docking relative to reference
complexes. Our results show that cross-docking between two receptors with the same activation
state best recapitulates the performance of self-docking. When compared to self-docking, the
best cross-docking performance occurred when both activation state and ligand function are the
same.
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Methods
Receptor Selection
Crystallographic or cryo-EM structures of non-covalent GPCR ligand complexes
previously deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank (www.rscb.org), served as the reference
dataset for this study[7]. Eleven Class A GPCR with experimentally-characterized structures in
multiple activation states, each containing a bound ligand, were identified from the GPCR
database, GPCRdb (https://gpcrdb.org)[8]. Of the selected receptors, 3 receptors had two
representative structures in different activation states, including an active conformation and
either an inactive or intermediate conformation. Both available activation states for these
receptors were used as docking targets. The other 8 receptors had three or more representative
structures in two or more activation states. In these cases, three or more structures per receptor
representing at least two activation states were selected. A total of 37 crystal structures
(including 15 active, 11 intermediate, and 15 inactive examples) with 34 different ligands
(including complexes with 16 agonists, 15 antagonists, and 3 inverse agonists) from the 11 total
receptors were included in this study (Supplementary Table S1 in Appendix A summarizes the
complexes used herein).

Ligand and Protein Preparation
All x-ray crystal structures in PDB format were obtained from the RCSB Protein Data
Bank[7]. Ligands were removed from all crystal structures and prepared for docking using the
Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) software[37]. Preparations included the addition of
hydrogen atoms, protonation/deprotonation of ionizable groups to the form of the expected major
species at pH 7 and energy minimization using the AMBER10:EHT forcefield[37]. Ligand
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structures showing protonation states utilized in this work can be found in Supplemental Figure
S1 located in Appendix A. Protein structures were manually prepared by removing water
molecules, ions, non-protein chains, non-native GPCR fusion partners, ligands, and other
molecules present from crystallization solutions. Protein structures were then further prepped
using the “QuickPrep” function in MOE to correct protonation and charge for the selected pH,
cap residues at sites of fusion partner deletion, and minimize protein structure using the
AMBER10:EHT forcefield.

Docking
Docking sites within each protein structure were identified using the SiteFinder feature in
MOE. This function uses geometric algorithms adapted from Edelsbrunner et al. to generate
AlphaSpheres designating pockets within the protein[38]. The largest cluster of AlphaSpheres in
contact with receptor residues located in the extracellular third of the helical bundle was defined
as the targeted docking site. Each ligand (structures shown in Figure S1) was docked into all
crystal structures of the receptor with which it was co-crystallized. Docking of a ligand back into
the exact same crystal structure is defined as self-docking. Docking of a ligand to a protein from
a different crystal structure of the same receptor is defined as cross-docking (Figure 3). All
docking simulations utilized default parameters in MOE with the exception of refining and
rescoring the top 400 poses in the induced fit phase of the simulation. Residues within 6Å of the
pre-refined poses are selected by the software for flexible positioning. The top 5 refined and
rescored poses were retained for further analysis.
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Figure 3. Self- and cross-docking illustration using two different activation states of the 5HT1B
receptor. Cross-docking can be subdivided into four categories based on the receptor state and
ligand function compared between the source crystal structure and the docking target structure.

Cross-docking was subdivided into four categories based on comparisons of receptor
activation state and ligand function between the target structure and ligand source structure of all
docking pairs (Figure 3). Through this subdivision, cross-docking categories included
StateMatch/FunctionMatch, StateMatch/FunctionMismatch, StateMismatch/FunctionMatch, and
StateMismatch/FunctionMismatch.
16

Pose Assessment and Selection
Docked poses were evaluated using two scores. The first score assigned to poses, the
Generalized-Born Volume Integral/Weighted Surface Area (GBVI/WSA ΔG), is automatically
output during the MOE docking simulation, ranking poses by the lowest estimated free-energy of
ligand-binding[39]. The second score (complementation) reflects the proportion of potential
hydrogen bonding sites of the ligand that interact with complementary sites within the
receptor[12,30]. If multiple docking poses corresponded to the highest complementation score,
the pose from that set with the highest docking score was selected as the top scored pose.
Two metrics were calculated to assess docked pose similarity to the reference
crystallographic structure. The first metric calculated was the heavy-atom ligand root-mean
square deviation (RMSD). Heavy atom ligand RMSD values were calculated after globally
superposing all residues of the docked complex onto the reference complex. To calculate the
second metric, the online RING 2.0 server (http://old.protein.bio.unipd.it/ring/)[40] was used to
identify nearest neighbor receptor residues that interacted with ligands in the reference crystal
structures and generated docking poses. Similarities between the lists of interactions for each
docked complex relative to the reference structure were quantitated as Tanimoto coefficients,
also considered a Jaccard coefficient, defined as the ratio of the size of the intersection subset of
interacting sites to the size of the union subset of the interacting sites[41].
Docked poses were selected using different membership criteria for three datasets in
order to separately assess computational sampling and scoring. Dataset A consisted of poses with
the lowest ligand RMSD only and was used to assess sampling. Dataset B consisted of poses
scored by the lowest automatic MOE docking score and provides assessment of pose scoring
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using a single scoring method. Dataset C consisted of poses selected by the highest
complementation score within the top five poses retained by the automatic MOE docking score
and provides assessment of consensus pose scoring using two scoring methods.

Statistics
A two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test) was performed to determine whether
docking metric distributions differed from each other. Self-docking distributions were compared
to total cross-docking distributions and all categories of cross-docking distributions.
Additionally, values associated with specific ligand functions were compared within selfdocking and cross-docking distributions.
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Results and discussion
Docking & Analysis
Docking simulations were completed to assess the performance of self-docking and
cross-docking using 11 Class A GPCR crystallized in multiple activation states. This work
generated 37 self-docking and 68 cross-docking combinations. Induced fit docking using MOE
was performed to allow protein flexibility in selected binding site residue sidechains surrounding
the ligand. All proteins selected were crystallized in complex with a ligand, and therefore served
as reference complexes for comparison to the resulting docked complexes.
To evaluate docking success, ligand RMSD values were calculated for all retained
docking poses. Ligand RMSD calculations measured deviations between the positions of the
same ligand between the reference and docked complexes. Ramirez and Caballero defined three
docking performance categories based on ligand RMSD values[42]. A ligand RMSD value below
2.0Å indicates successful performance, values between 2.0Å and 3.0Å indicate acceptable
performance, whereas values greater than 3.0Å indicate unacceptable performance. In this work
there was no correlation between docked RMSD and either the number of rotatable bonds or
molecular weight of ligands (data not shown), similar to results obtained in the 2015 blind pose
and affinity predictions[31]. Examples of ligand poses in the 5HT1B receptor in each
performance range for each dataset are depicted in Figures 4, 5, and 6. Figure 4 panels A&B
show the self-docking result using the 4IAR[43] (intermediate) crystal structure as an example of
an acceptable ligand pose with RMSD under 2.0Å. The ligand RMSD between the docked and
reference pose was 0.3Å. Figure 4 panels C&D show an acceptable pose using PDB entry
5V54[44] (intermediate) as the reference and the cross-docked pose of the 5V54 ligand into the
4IAR protein structure. The ligand RMSD in this case was 2.2Å. Despite variations in the
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backbone positions of the extracellular end of transmembrane helix six, the docked pose was
acceptable using these criteria. Figure 4 panels E&F contain an example of an unacceptable pose.
This result comes from cross-docking of the 6G79[45] into the 4IAR protein structure compared
to PDB entry 6G79 (active) as the reference. The ligand RMSD was 10.8Å, consistent with the
large deviation between the reference and docked ligand positions. As shown in Figure 4 panels
E&F, the docked ligand (yellow) is inverted, but overlaps in part with the reference ligand (red).
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Figure 4. Ligand RMSD ranges illustrated using 5HT1B results from Dataset A. (A side view
and B top view) Superposition of 4IAR reference (red) with self-docked 4IAR complex (yellow)
with ligand RMSD = 0.3Å. (C side view and D top view) Superposition of 5V54 reference (red)
with cross-docked 4IAR complex using 5V54 ligand (yellow) with ligand RMSD = 2.2Å. (E side
view and F top view) Superposition of 6G79 reference complex (red) with cross-docked 4IAR
complex with 6G79 ligand (yellow) with ligand RMSD = 10.8Å. Triangles and asterisks are
included to show orientation of ligands.
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Figure 5. Ligand RMSD ranges illustrated using 5HT1B results from Dataset B. (A side view
and B top view) Superposition of 5V54 reference (red) with self-docked 5V54 complex (yellow)
with ligand RMSD = 0.5Å. (C side view and D top view) Superposition of 4IAR reference (red)
with cross-docked 5V54 complex using 4IAR ligand (yellow) with ligand RMSD = 2.5Å. (E side
view and F top view) Superposition of 6G79 reference complex (red) with cross-docked 5V54
complex with 6G79 ligand (yellow) with ligand RMSD = 9.1Å. Triangles and asterisks are
included to show orientation of ligands.
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Figure 6. Ligand RMSD ranges illustrated using 5HT1B results from Dataset C. (A side view
and B top view) Superposition of 5V54 reference (red) with self-docked 5V54 complex (yellow)
with ligand RMSD = 0.5Å. (C side view and D top view) Superposition of 4IAR reference (red)
with cross-docked 5V54 complex using 4IAR ligand (yellow) with ligand RMSD = 2.6Å. (E side
view and F top view) Superposition of 4IAQ reference complex (red) with cross-docked 5V54
complex with 4IAQ ligand (yellow) with ligand RMSD = 3.9Å. Triangles and asterisks are
included to show orientation of ligands.
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Analysis of Pose Sampling – Dataset A
Dataset A includes docked poses with the lowest heavy atom ligand RMSD for each
ligand:protein complex. These are the poses with the greatest degree of similarity to the
crystallographic reference pose, and therefore reflect the quality of pose sampling during the
docking experiment (i.e. the best pose retained with that combination of specific GPCR structure
and ligand).
The majority of self-docking poses were successful using the metrics of Ramirez and
Cabellero with 86.5% of poses in the ligand RMSD range below 2.0Å (Figure 7A). Only 5.4% of
the self-docking poses were considered unsuccessful having ligand RMSD values above 3.0Å.
Cross-docking had fewer successful poses in aggregate, with 42.6% of ligand RMSD values
below 2.0Å (Figure 7B). The percentage of unsuccessful poses was almost equal to the number
of successful poses, with 41.2% of cross-docking ligand RMSD values above 3.0Å. Poses from
StateMatch/FunctionMatch and StateMatch/FunctionMismatch combined represented 65.5% of successful
poses. Meanwhile, poses from StateMismatch/FunctionMismatch and StateMismatch/FunctionMatch
constituted 78.6% of unsuccessful poses.

Figure 7. Pose sampling success rates for Dataset A. Ligand RMSD 0-2Å is considered
successful, 2-3Å acceptable, and >3Å unacceptable. (A) Percentage of self-docking simulations
with best sample ligand RMSD in each performance category. (B) Percentage of cross-docking
simulations with best sampled ligand RMSD in each performance category (inner ring) separated
by cross-docking type (outer ring).
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Self-docking poses had a ligand RMSD average of 1.2±1.2Å (Figure 8) and an average
Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient of 0.87±0.11 (Figure 9). The median ligand RMSD for selfdocking was below 2Å, reflective of successful performance in the majority of cases. Crossdocking poses combined had an overall ligand RMSD average of 3.3±2.7Å (Figure 8) and
average Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient of 0.74±0.13 (Figure 9). The median ligand RMSD for
all cross-docking poses was greater than 2Å, reflective of acceptable to unacceptable
performance in the majority of cases. The distributions of self-docking and cross-docking ligand
RMSD values were significantly different from each other. The distributions of ligand RMSD
(Figure 8) and Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficients (Figure 9) are also separately displayed for the
four categories of cross-docking. Cross-docked poses within the StateMatch/FunctionMatch and
StateMatch/FunctionMismatch categories were of similar quality in comparison to self-docked poses
with average ligand RMSD values of 2.1±2.4Å and 2.2±1.5Å respectively, as well as average
Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficients of 0.83±0.09 and 0.77±0.12 respectively. The ligand RMSD
medians for both self-docking and StateMatch/FunctionMatch (Figure 8) were similar, with the selfdocking median of 1.1Å and StateMatch/FunctionMatch median of 1.3Å. The Tanimoto (Jaccard)
coefficient medians for both self-docking and StateMatch/FunctionMatch were similar, 0.84 and 0.87
respectively (Figure 9). Poses within StateMismatch/FunctionMatch and StateMismatch/FunctionMismatch
had higher ligand RMSD averages (5.3±3.0Å and 4.0±2.5Å respectively) with lower average
Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficients (0.66±0.08 and 0.70±0.13 respectively). The self-docking ligand
RMSD distribution was not significantly different from that for the StateMatch/FunctionMatch subset
but was significantly different from the other three cross-docking categories. Repeated values in
Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient distributions prevented accurate calculation of p-values in the KS
tests used to identify differences among distributions. However, visual inspection of the
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Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient distributions suggest these follow similar trends as those in ligand
RMSD. Based on these data, self-docking more closely resembles crystallographic reference
structures in terms of both ligand position (calculated by ligand RMSD) and ligand interaction
sites within the receptor (represented by Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient) than cross-docking, as
noted for other protein targets in blind pose prediction studies[31–34]. Additionally, with no
significant difference between self-docking and StateMatch/FunctionMatch cross-docking, docking
between receptors with the same activation state using the same ligand function also provides
results that closely resemble crystallographic reference structures in most cases.
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Figure 8. Box plot and KS results of LRMSD values for sampled docked poses with the lowest
ligand RMSD (Dataset A). In this plot, the first bar represents all self-docked poses. Likewise,
the second bar represents all cross-docked poses. Points are color coded by ligand function
(blue=agonist, red=antagonist, green=inverse agonist). The remaining bars represent the
categories of cross-docking. Red dashed lines were placed at ligand RMSD performance values.
KS test results between bars are shown in table (N.S. = not significant, N.C. = not compared, p <
0.05 = significant).
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Figure 9. Box plot and KS results of Tanimoto coefficient values for sampled docked poses with
the lowest ligand RMSD (Dataset A). In this plot, the first bar represents all self-docked poses.
Likewise, the second bar represents all cross-docked poses. Points are color coded by ligand
function (blue=agonist, red=antagonist, green=inverse agonist). The remaining bars represent the
categories of cross-docking. Exact p-values for KS test could not be determined due to ties in
docking distributions. KS test results are consistent with results reported in Figure 2.6.

To assess if ligand function influenced docking accuracy, ligand RMSD and Tanimoto
(Jaccard) coefficient values were color coded by the ligand function docked (Figures 8 and 9).
There was no substantial segregation among common-colored points by either ligand RMSD
(Figure 8) or Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient (Figure 9) among either self-docking or crossdocking results. The distribution of colors throughout the majority of the range in both selfdocking and cross-docking results suggests that docking accuracy is unrelated to ligand function
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alone. There was no significant difference between distributions of results for the three ligand
functions within self-docking. There was a significant difference in the ligand RMSD value, but
not Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient distributions between agonists and inverse agonists for crossdocking. In total, this suggests ligand function does not influence docking accuracy in either selfdocking or cross-docking.
The results from Dataset A indicate that the activation state, rather than ligand function,
influences docking performance in the GPCR family (using currently available data). Crossdocking pose quality from StateMatch/FunctionMatch pairings most resembled that obtained by selfdocking. This was evident from the similarly low ligand RMSD and high Tanimoto (Jaccard)
coefficient averages and medians, as well as lack of significant differences in result distributions
determined by the KS test. This suggests that the activation state of the protein used for
molecular docking does impact the outcome of the simulation. Further, this could be applied to
template selection approaches for homology modeling, as the model relies on the template
protein structure. With the most similarity between self-docking and StateMatch/FunctionMatch, we
suggest that when investigating specific ligand types (for example, investigating agonists) using
a crystal structure template for model development that is active and complexed with an agonist
would provide the most accurate docking results into the resulting homology model when
structures in multiple activation states are available for the most homologous template GPCR
available.

Pose Scoring (GBVI/WSA ΔG Score) – Dataset B
As part of the default settings within MOE, refined docking poses are automatically
scored using the GBVI/WSA ΔG scoring method. This method scores docking poses using an
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estimation of the free energy of ligand binding[37]. The lower the score, the more energetically
stable the pose is considered to be. To reiterate, one of the limitations of molecular docking is
that the lowest energy conformation may not be equivalent to the biologically relevant
conformation due to inaccuracies in both the energy function and the representation of the
molecular system of interest. Dataset B consists of the pose with the lowest GBVI/WSA ΔG
score from each ligand-protein pairing.
In this dataset, 78.4% of self-docking simulations were successful and 21.6% were
unacceptable (Figure 10A). This indicates that the scoring method did not select the lowest
RMSD pose in all cases, as 86.5% of self-docking cases had produced a successful pose as
illustrated in Figure 2.5A. Only 29.4% and 13.2% of cross-docking simulations were categorized
as successful and acceptable, respectively (Figure 10B). The remaining 57.4% of poses had
ligand RMSD values above 3.0Å and were considered unacceptable. This further indicates that
not all of the lowest RMSD poses were selected by the scoring method as only 41.2% of crossdocking pairings had failed to produce a pose with an RMSD value below 3.0Å (Figure 7B). Of
the 29.4% successful poses for cross-docking, 70% were poses within StateMatch/FunctionMatch
and StateMatch/FunctionMismatch. Poses within StateMismatch/FunctionMatch and
StateMismatch/FunctionMismatch make up 61.4% of unacceptable poses.
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Figure 10. Pose sampling success rates for Dataset B. Ligand RMSD 0-2Å is considered
successful, 2-3Å acceptable, and >3Å unacceptable. (A) Percentage of self-docking simulations
with best sample ligand RMSD in each performance category. (B) Percentage of cross-docking
simulations with best sampled ligand RMSD in each performance category (inner ring) separated
by cross-docking type (outer ring).

Self-docking produced an average ligand RMSD of 2.1±2.3Å and average Tanimoto
(Jaccard) coefficient of 0.85±0.13 (Figures 11 and 12). The median ligand RMSD for selfdocking was below 2Å, suggesting generally acceptable performance. Cross-docking produced
an average ligand RMSD of 4.8±3.4Å and average Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient of 0.72±0.15
(Figure 11 and 12). The average ligand RMSD for all cross-docking poses was greater than 3Å,
showing generally unacceptable performance. Of the cross-docking categories,
StateMatch/FunctionMatch had the lowest average ligand RMSD, 3.7Å±3.5, and highest average
Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient, 0.8 ±0.12. The ligand RMSD medians of the self-docking and
StateMatch/FunctionMatch cross-docking distributions are within 1.0Å of each other, 1.2Å and 2.0Å
respectively (Figure 11) and both fall at or below 2.0Å reflecting that the majority of results in
these categories are acceptable. Similarly, the Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient medians for selfdocking and StateMatch/FunctionMatch cross-docking are nearly the same, 0.88 and 0.84,
respectively (Figure 12). StateMatch/FunctionMismatch poses had the second lowest average ligand
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RMSD, 3.9±3.2Å, and second highest average Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient, 0.75±0.14. The
ligand RMSD medians for self-docking and StateMatch/FunctionMismatch were also similar at 1.2Å
and 2.2Å (Figure 11). The Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient median, 0.74, was lower than selfdocking, indicating additional differences in ligand contact sites relative to reference poses
(Figure 12). Ligand RMSD distributions from self-docking were not significantly different from
those of StateMatch/FunctionMatch and StateMatch/FunctionMismatch (Figures 11 and 12). Poses within
StateMismatch/FunctionMatch had an average ligand RMSD of 6.0±2.9Å and average Tanimoto
(Jaccard) coefficient of 0.65±0.07. StateMismatch/FunctionMismatch had an average ligand RMSD of
5.5±3.2Å and average Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient of 0.67 ±0.15. These reflect poorer
performance for cross-docking between mismatched receptor activation states than between
matched receptor activation states. Self-docking was significantly different from both
StateMismatch/FunctionMatch and StateMismatch/FunctionMismatch poses (Figures 11 and 12). Again, ties
were present in the Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient distributions, preventing the calculation of
exact p-values in the KS test. Nevertheless, results for the Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficients were
consistent with ligand RMSD results.
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Figure 11. Box plot and KS test results of ligand RMSD for docked poses selected on the basis
of automatic score output (Dataset B). In the plot, the first bar represents all self-docked poses.
Likewise, the second bar represents all cross-docked poses. Points are color coded by ligand
function (blue=agonist, red=antagonist, green=inverse agonist). The remaining bars represent the
categories of cross-docking. Red dashed lines were placed at ligand RMSD performance values.
KS test results between each compared distribution are listed in table (N.C. = not compared, N.S.
= not significant, p < 0.05 = significantly different).
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Figure 12. Box plot and KS test results of Tanimoto coefficient values for docked poses selected
on the basis of automatic score output (Dataset B). In the plot, the first bar represents all selfdocked poses. Likewise, the second bar represents all cross-docked poses. Points are color coded
by ligand function (blue=agonist, red=antagonist, green=inverse agonist). The remaining bars
represent the categories of cross-docking. Exact p-values for KS test could not be determined
due to ties in docking distributions. KS test results are consistent with results reported in Figure
9.

Ligand RMSD and Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient values for self-docking and crossdocking were color coded by ligand function in Figure 11 and Figure 12. There was no
segregation of common-colored points by either ligand RMSD (Figure 11) or Tanimoto (Jaccard)
coefficient (Figure 12), suggesting there is not a strong relationship between ligand function and
docking performance. There was no significant difference between ligand function result
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distributions in either self-docking or cross-docking. This is consistent with the results from
Dataset A, that ligand function does not influence docking performance.
Cross-docking performance from ligand source/docking target pairings characterized as
StateMatch/FunctionMatch most resembled that of self-docking by both ligand RMSD values and
Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient averages and medians as observed for Dataset A. Having
consistent results between pose sampling and pose scoring criteria strongly suggests that receptor
activation state is the key factor that impacts the outcome of docking simulations. This is
beneficial for improving application of docking within GPCR ligand discovery efforts.

Pose Scoring (GBVI/WSA ΔG Score & Complementation Score) – Dataset C
Docking poses presented in Dataset C were selected using the highest complementation
score from the five poses with the highest GBVI/WSA ΔG scores retained from the refinement
phase as we have done in previous work[12]. The complementation score reflects the proportion
of potential hydrogen bonding sites in the ligand that interact with complementary sites in the
receptor.
The majority of self-docking poses were considered successful according to the Ramirez
and Caballero metrics[42], with 78.4% of poses having ligand RMSD values below 2.0Å (Figure
13A), indicating that addition of complementation score did not positively or negatively impact
pose selection relative to the GBVI/WSA ΔG score alone (78.4% Figure 10A). Cross-docking
poses had only 26.5% of poses considered successful and another 10.3% of poses deemed
acceptable (Figure 13B). Cross-docking performance outcomes with this combination of scoring
methods are also similar to using GBVI/WSA ΔG score alone (29.4% and 13.2% successful and
acceptable, respectively, Figure 10B). The remaining 63.2% of cross-docking poses were
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considered unsuccessful with ligand RMSD values above 3.0Å. Poses within
StateMatch/FunctionMatch and StateMatch/FunctionMismatch make up 66% of successful poses while
poses within StateMismatch/FunctionMatch and StateMismatch/FunctionMismatch made up 67% of failed
poses.

Figure 13. Pose sampling success rates for Dataset C. Ligand RMSD 0-2Å is considered
successful, 2-3Å acceptable, and >3Å unacceptable. (A) Percentage of self-docking simulations
with best sample ligand RMSD in each performance category. (B) Percentage of cross-docking
simulations with best sampled ligand RMSD in each performance category (inner ring) separated
by cross-docking type (outer ring).

Self-docking poses had an average ligand RMSD of 2.2±2.5Å and an average Tanimoto
(Jaccard) coefficient of 0.84±0.12 (Figure 14 and Figure 15). As observed with Dataset B, this
average falls within the acceptable performance range. The total cross-docking average ligand
RMSD was 5.3±3.5Å and average Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient was 0.70±0.14 (Figure 14 and
Figure 15). As observed with Dataset B, this average falls within the unacceptable performance
range. Of the cross-docking categories, StateMatch/FunctionMatch had the lowest ligand RMSD
average, 3.5±3.14Å, and highest average Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient, 0.79 ±0.12. These
averages are quite similar to those for the corresponding group in Dataset B (3.7±3.5 and
0.8±0.12 for ligand RMSD and Tanimoto coefficient, respectively). In Figure 14,
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StateMatch/FunctionMatch is most similar to self-docking as the ligand RMSD medians are 2.1Å and
1.3Å, respectively. The ligand RMSD medians for the other three cross-docking categories are
all greater than 5.0Å. The distribution of self-docking ligand RMSD values was not significantly
different from the distribution of values from the StateMatch/FunctionMatch cross-docking subset,
but was significantly different than the distribution of values from the other three cross-docking
subsets. Similarly, in Figure 15 the Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient medians for self-docking
(0.88) and StateMatch/FunctionMatch (0.80) are similar, and medians for the other three crossdocking subsets are lower.
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Figure 14. Box plot and KS test results of ligand RMSD for docked poses selected on the basis
of complementation score (Dataset C). In the plot, the first bar represents all self-docked poses.
Likewise, the second bar represents all cross-docked poses. Points are color coded by ligand
function (blue=agonist, red=antagonist, green=inverse agonist). The remaining bars represent the
categories of cross-docking. Red dashed lines were placed at ligand RMSD performance values.
KS test results between each compared distribution are listed in table (N.C. = not compared, N.S.
= not significant, p < 0.05 = significantly different).
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Figure 15. Box plot and KS test results of Tanimoto coefficient values for docked poses selected
on the basis of complementation score (Dataset C). In the plot, the first bar represents all selfdocked poses. Likewise, the second bar represents all cross-docked poses. Points are color coded
by ligand function (blue=agonist, red=antagonist, green=inverse agonist). The remaining bars
represent the categories of cross-docking. Exact p-values for KS test could not be determined
due to ties in docking distributions. KS test results are consistent with results reported in Figure
12.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 illustrate ligand RMSD and Tanimoto (Jaccard) coefficient
values for self-docking and cross-docking color coded by ligand function. There was no
segregation of common-colored points by either ligand RMSD (Figure 14) or Tanimoto (Jaccard)
coefficient (Figure 15), suggesting there is no obvious relationship between ligand function and
docking performance. There was no significant difference between distributions of results for
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ligand functions in either self-docking or cross-docking. This is consistent with the result from
Dataset A and Dataset B, that ligand function does not influence docking performance.
In all datasets, self-docking result distributions were not significantly different from the
cross-docking result distributions for the StateMatch/FunctionMatch subset. Self-docking poses were
found significantly different from the other three categories of cross-docking. The consistent
results between pose sampling and pose selection criteria suggests cross-docking using receptors
of the same activation state and ligand function perform at the high level that is most similar to
self-docking.

Conclusions
In practice, all ligand discovery studies utilizing molecular docking for protein-ligand
interaction predictions are cross-docking simulations. This work, as well as blind pose and
affinity prediction challenges[31–34], illustrate that cross-docking against many targets has room
for continued improvement. Here, we investigated 68 different cross-docked pairings to identify
cases with similar performance to 37 self-docked pairings. Our results suggest that matching
receptor state (active, inactive, or intermediate) was necessary to generate the best cross docking
results on average. Although additionally matching ligand function (agonist, antagonist, inverse
agonist) produced the best results, mismatch in this case also recapitulated self-docking-like
results in the majority of cases. Although the poorest outcomes were noted when receptor state
was mismatched, examples were noted that met acceptable metrics. Therefore, when receptor
state matched complexes are not available, all other complexes should be explored in
computationally driven experimental studies but the expectations of these experiments should
likely be tempered. Likewise, our best results were clearly obtained when the lowest ligand
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RMSD could be determined. Of course this requires a complex to compare against. In most
ligand discovery efforts (and especially those in understudied examples) such a complex will not
exist. Our results show that no advantage was gained through use of a hydrogen bonding
complementation score in addition to ranking by the MOE docking score. As such we
recommend using docking score to rank docked complexes. Additional improvements in pose
selection may be achieved by instead coupling visual inspection with docking score, as
performance in blind prediction grand challenges[31–34] was positively impacted by protocols
that included visual inspection in the pose selection process.
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Chapter 3
Homology modeling and ligand-docking into Class A Orphan GPCR
Introduction
Approximately 10% of the 800 members of the GPCR superfamily have no known
endogenous ligands and are referred to as orphan GPCR[46]. Generally, these orphan GPCR also
have poorly understood or unknown physiological function because there are few to no known
ligands that activate the receptors. Having no known ligands makes studies of orphan receptors
in vitro and in vivo difficult. The process of discovering the endogenous ligand(s) for orphan
receptors is called deorphanization[5]. Originally, deorphanization was performed by testing
compounds until activity was measured[5]. Now, deorphanization is aided by computational
methods such as homology modeling and molecular docking to provide predictive receptor
models that can be docked in attempts to identify protein-ligand interactions. Ligand discovery
for orphan receptors, whether it be aimed at identifying the endogenous ligand, synthetic ligands
of varying function or potential drug candidates, is extremely important for the advancement of
our understanding of GPCR cell signaling, cell biology, and physiology, particularly concerning
the development of treatments for disease.
Illuminating the Druggable Genome (IDG)[47] is a National Institutes of Health initiative
that supports investigation of understudied druggable targets including specific kinases, GPCR,
ion channels, nuclear receptors, and GPCR. There are four target development levels (TDL)
defined to classify the druggability of these targets. The first category is Tclin where targets have
approved drugs with known mechanisms of action. The second category is Tchem where targets
have drug activities less than a threshold of 100nM but no known mechanisms or approved
drugs. The third category is Tbio for targets with compound activity greater than a threshold of
100nM and known biological function. The last category is Tdark for targets with no known
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biological function or drug activity. Emphasizing study on targets in the Tbio and Tdark categories
are incredibly important to gain information and move the targets up in classification.
The work presented in this chapter describes modeling of 40 non-olfactory Class A
orphan GPCR, including 19 receptors classified as Tbio and 21 receptors classified as Tdark. The
goal was to generate a database of homology models for the 40 orphan receptor targets following
the protocol introduced in Chapter 1 (Figure 1). These models will be used for future docking
studies to aid in ligand discovery efforts for orphan receptors.
As a first pass for potential ligand identification, we propose docking the ligands of
highly scored CoINPocket neighboring receptors into generated homology models, an approach
referred to as pharmacological pick pocketing. Considering the CoINPocket score is a similarity
metric focusing on the binding pockets of receptors, it is possible that there will be cases where
pharmacological similarities will allow the ligands of CoINPocket neighboring receptors to act
as surrogate ligands for related orphan receptors[25]. In the study where the CoINPocket score
was developed by Ngo et al. 2016, this pharmacological similarity was presented with one proof
of principle example. However, since then, there has been a retraction notice for the work
concerning this one example as there were mutations in the sequence of the chosen receptor,
GPR37L1[25,26]. The computational work concerning the development of the CoINPocket score
remains unimpacted.
We would like to provide our own proof of principle for the utility of “pick pocket”
docking of the CoINPocket neighbor ligands into related orphan receptors. First, Castleman et al.
2018 determined that using the highest CoINPocket scored neighbor generated more accurate
and predictive homology models compared to models constructed with templates chosen by the
conventional global sequence similarity[12]. After docking, models constructed by the local
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similarity metric had on average a lower ligand RMSD of 0.20Å. Second, Szwabowski et al.
2020 showed improved docking pose accuracy by constructing models using the template ligand
as an “Environment for Induced Fit”[30].
Methods:
Target/Template Receptor Selection and Preparation
A total of 40 Class A non-olfactory orphan GPCR (19 Tbio and 21 Tdark) were chosen
targets for model construction (Tables 1 and 2). Amino acid sequences of the human homolog of
each receptor for all target receptors were obtained from the NIH genetic sequence database,
GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/)[48]. Template receptors for homology model
construction were chosen by the contact-informed neighboring pocket (CoINPocket) score, a
metric measuring binding pocket similarity, developed by Ngo et al. 2016[25,26]. The highest
scored CoINPocket receptor with an available crystallographic or cryo-EM structure in the
RCSB Protein Databank (www.rscb.org)[7] was selected as the template. If available in multiple
activation states, the crystal structure with the highest resolution representing each available
activation state was used as the template.
Template receptors were prepared using the Molecular Operating Environment (MOE)
software[37]. Protein structures were manually prepared by removing water molecules, ions, nonprotein chains, non-native GPCR fusion partners, all ligands except the one in the binding pocket
of the receptor, and other molecules present from crystallization solutions. The resulting protein
and ligand structures were prepped using the “QuickPrep” function in MOE to ensure 1) proper
protonation and charge at physiological pH and 2) energy minimization of structures using the
AMBER10:EHT forcefield.
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Homology Model Construction
Homology modeling began with the alignment of the target and template sequences using
two steps. First, sequences were automatically aligned using the “Sequence Only” function in
MOE[37]. Second, alignments were adjusted based on comparisons to the sequence alignment
tool in the GPCR database (GPCRdb, gpcrdb.org)[8,49]. In this second step, gaps in the helical
transmembrane regions were manually shifted to the variable extracellular and intracellular loop
regions while maintaining the position of conserved TM.50 residues. After alignment, homology
models were constructed using default parameters in MOE with the exception of scoring models
based on lowest atom contact energy and retaining the bound ligand of the template structure to
serve as the “Environment for Induced Fit”[30]. The model with the lowest contact energy was
retained and submitted for de novo loop modeling of extracellular loop 2 (ECL2) using the
Rosetta software program.
De Novo Extracellular Loop 2 (ECL2) Modeling
Loop “anchor” residues were chosen prior to ECL2 modeling. These anchors were
chosen using two approaches. The first approach selected anchors by the last helical residue of
TM4 and first helical residue of TM5 according to the target amino acid sequence topology
defined by GPCRdb[49]. If the model was not structurally consistent with the GPCRdb topology,
then anchors were chosen by the last helical residue of TM4 and first helical residue of TM5 of
the lowest contact energy local template model. Fragment libraries required by the KICF
algorithm[50,51], were generated using the Robetta server[52]. Fragment generation input
included the FASTA sequence of the nine residues prior to the TM4 anchor, all residues of
ECL2, and the nine residues following the TM5 anchor. An atomic disulfide constraint was
incorporated into loop modeling, restricting the distance of sulfur atoms in cysteine residues at
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positions 3.25 within TM3 and 45.50 within ECL2 to a distance of 5.1Å when these two residues
were both present [29]. This structural constraint limits the variability of loop structures;
therefore, 250 models were generated if the constraint was present. Target sequences lacking
cysteine residues at these conserved positions were not modeled with this constraint, and model
sampling was increased to 1000 models. If present, the TM3-ECL2 disulfide bond was
constructed in the top ten lowest scored models followed by geometric ECL2 optimization in
MOE.
Homology Model Analysis
The resulting ten models from de novo ECL2 modeling were evaluated for realistic ECL2
structure. Models were removed if the ECL2 structures folded into the space that would be
occupied by the cellular membrane that was not present during gas phase modeling. The
remaining structures were retained for use in molecular docking.
To assess volumetric differences in homology models constructed from multiple
activation states, the suggested binding pocket of the lowest scored local model (which served as
the input for loop modeling) was determined using the SiteFinder function in MOE. This feature
uses geometric algorithms adapted from Edelsbrunner et al.[38] to generate AlphaSpheres
designating pockets within the protein. The largest cluster of AlphaSpheres in contact with
receptor residues located in the extracellular third of the helical bundle was defined as the
suggested binding pocket. The Van der Waals volume of these residues was then calculated in
MOE from QSAR descriptors.
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Results and discussion
Signaling Pathways of Target Receptors
GPCR transduce extracellular stimuli into intracellular stimuli through heterotrimeric G
proteins. These heterotrimeric G proteins consist of three subunits, Gα, Gβ, and Gγ. In classical
GPCR signaling pathways, the three subunits are associated with the receptor until a ligand
binding event by an agonist signals the dissociation of the Gα and Gβ-Gγ subunits[53]. There are
four major Gα families including Gαs, Gαi/o, Gαq, and Gα12/13[54]. These alpha subunits have
their own unique signaling pathways that can be used in testing potential ligands for receptors.
Of the 40 chosen targets for this study, 20 targets had a defined G-protein signaling pathway and
20 targets lacked this information in GPCRdb[49].
Seven of the 40 orphan receptor targets (Table 1) in this cohort showed Gαs coupling as
their primary signaling pathway in GPCRdb[49].. This signaling pathway begins with Gαs
stimulation of adenylyl cyclase (AC), which converts adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). The increase in cAMP levels is one of the changes that can
be observed when studying Gαs coupled receptors. The GloSensor™ cAMP assay uses a
genetically encoded biosensor in cAMP binding regions that will produce light upon the
conformational change that accompanies cAMP binding[55].
Table 1. Class A Orphan receptors signaling through Gαs pathway.
Gαs Receptor

CoINPocket
Template
Score
GPR61
2.48077
DRD2
GPR65
2.12966
CYSLT2
TAAR8*
1.57183
DRD2
GPR26
1.09515
DRD2
GPR78
0.976127
DRD2
GPR101
0.968171
M2
GPR62*
0.672885
DRD2
*Receptors with more than one Gα signaling pathway.
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Sequence
Identity
14.40%
21.40%
25.70%
18.40%
17.60%
12.40%
15.20%

TDL
Tbio
Tbio
Tbio
Tbio
Tbio
Tbio
Tdark

Seven of the 40 orphan receptor targets (Table 2) in this cohort showed Gαi/o coupling as
their primary signaling pathway in GPCRdb[49]. Opposite of Gαs, the Gαi/o signaling pathway
inactivates adenylyl cyclase, decreasing cAMP[56]. Forskolin is a ligand known to increase
intracellular levels of cAMP. These Gαi/o receptors can also be studied using the GloSensor™
cAMP assay with a preincubation period with forskolin followed by increasing amounts of the
agonist[55]. As the concentration of the agonist increases, there should be a decrease in the
amount of light emitted as cAMP production is being inhibited.
Table 2. Class A Orphan receptors signaling through the Gαi/o pathway.
Gαi/o Receptor CoINPocket
Template
Score
GPR171
3.57731
P2Y12
NPBWR2
1.98455
OPRD
TAAR8*
1.57183
DRD2
GPR31
1.18989
SUCNR
GPR22
1.1166
AA2AR
GPR151
1.09883
SUCNR
GPR37L1
0.661203
OX2R
*Receptors with more than one Gα signaling pathway.

Sequence
Identity
31.30%
37.20%
25.70%
22.90%
14.40%
12.40%
11.70%

TDL
Tdark
Tbio
Tbio
Tbio
Tdark
Tbio
Tbio

Six of the 40 orphan receptor targets (Table 2) in this cohort showed Gαq coupling as
their primary signaling pathway in GPCRdb[49]. Gαq activation stimulates the beta isoform of
phospholipase C (PLCβ)[57]. PLCβ converts phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) to
diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol triphosphate (IP3). IP3 increases levels of intracellular
calcium[57]. Together, DAG and calcium activate protein kinase C (PKC). In a calcium flux
assay, the activation of Gq coupled receptors (such as the 6 orphan receptors in Table 3) can be
monitored by increasing intracellular calcium levels using fluorescent dyes[58,59].
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Table 3. Class A Orphan receptors signaling through the Gαq pathway.
Gαq Receptor

CoINPocket
Template
Score
GPR21
4.85982
GPR52
GPR27
1.34123
5HT2B
MRGPRX3
1.14614
PE2R3
MRGPRX4
1.00883
PE2R3
GPR62*
0.672885
DRD2
GPR75
0.330688
OPRK
*Receptors with more than one Gα signaling pathway.

Sequence
Identity
60.70%
19.50%
14.90%
16.50%
15.20%
10.20%

TDL
Tdark
Tdark
Tdark
Tdark
Tdark
Tdark

Of the 40 chosen targets, 20 have no defined signaling pathway according to GPCRdb
(Table 4). Testing potential ligands for these receptors will be difficult with no known signaling
pathways to utilize. One potential assay for studying GPCR, regardless of their G protein
signaling pathway, is with a GPCR-G protein NanoLuc complementation[60]. NanoLuc is an
engineered form of the bioluminescent enzyme luciferase. The NanoLuc Binary Technology
(NanoBiT) assay described by Laschet et al. 2019 [60] is a versatile assay that can detect the
real-time interactions between GPCR and G-proteins[60]. The Baker and Parrill lab group have
an active collaboration with this group to perform this assay, making it an available for current
students assay to utilize in ligand discovery efforts.
Target Receptor Modeling
A total of 28 initial homology models were constructed for the 19 Tbio target receptors,
utilizing templates from the following resolved receptors: 5HT1B, CYSLT2, DRD2, DRD3,
DRD4, FFAR1, GHSR, M2, NTR1, OPRD, OPSD, OX2R, P2Y12, PAR2, and SUCNR. Eight
of the 19 Tbio receptors had templates with available structures in more than one activation state
from receptors 5HT1B, DRD2, FFAR1, M2, and OPSD. Two models were constructed for one
receptor, GPR152, from two intermediate structures for NTR1.
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Table 4. Class A Orphan receptors with no known signaling pathway.
Unknown
Receptor
GPR141
TAAR2
GPR82
GPR25
GPR173
TAAR3
TAAR9
GPR85
GPR19
GPR146
GPR45
GPR149
GPR135
GPR152
MRGPRE
GPR150
GPR160
GPR153
GPR162
MRGPRF

CoINPocket

Template

2.45306
2.14351
1.83095
1.79517
1.75007
1.73228
1.58273
1.49056
1.41908
1.39221
1.32953
1.23075
1.10183
0.970601
0.747314
0.516179
0.506404
0.435862
0.216684
-0.119338

CYSLT2
5HT1B
APJ
APJ
DRD4
OPRD
DRD2
DRD4
DRD3
CXCR4
P2Y12
S1PR1
OPSD
NTR1
FFAR1
ADRB1
GHSR
P2Y1
PAR2
CCR5

Sequence
Identity
18.40%
27.50%
15.20%
26.90%
18.20%
17.80%
23.90%
17.00%
18.80%
14.10%
14.50%
4.80%
12.80%
14.00%
17.70%
11.50%
10.70%
6.40%
4.40%
12.80%

TDL
Tdark
Tbio
Tdark
Tdark
Tdark
Tdark
Tdark
Tbio
Tbio
Tdark
Tbio
Tdark
Tbio
Tbio
Tbio
Tdark
Tbio
Tdark
Tbio
Tdark

Different activation states of GPCR have volumetric differences of their ligand binding
sites and conformational differences of the binding sites and entire structure. These differences
can influence docking studies as the predicted binding pocket of the receptor could be, for
example, larger when in the active state and smaller in an inactive conformation state. The Van
der Waals volume of the binding pockets for homology models constructed in multiple activation
states were calculated to observe these differences. The calculated Van der Waals volume of the
suggested binding pockets for Tbio receptors are reported in Table 5. There are clear volumetric
differences between the models constructed in different activation states. However, there is no
trend present within this dataset that correlates activation state to either a consistently larger or
smaller binding pocket volume. One receptor, MRGPRE, was constructed from two examples of
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the same activation state but had different binding pocket volumes. Interestingly, GPR152, with
models constructed from active and intermediate templates, shoed the most similar binding
pocket volumes of all those examined. Both activation state structures were in complex with the
same ligand, CHEMBL342252.
Table 5. Binding pocket volumes for Tbio targets.
Tbio
Target
GPR61
TAAR2
TAAR8

Template:
PDB

Activation
State

Ligand
Function

DRD2: 6VMS
DRD2: 6CM4
5HT1B: 6G79
5HT1B: 5V54

Active
Inactive
Active
Intermediate

Agonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist

DRD2: 6VMS
DRD2: 6CM4
OPSD: 6FK6

Active
Inactive
Active

Agonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist

OPSD: 1U19
DRD2: 6VMS
DRD2: 6CM4
DRD2: 6VMS
DRD2: 6CM4
NTR1: 5T04
NTR1: 4GRV
M2: 5ZKC

Inactive
Active
Inactive
Active
Inactive
Active
Intermediate
Inactive

Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist

M2: 4MQS
FFAR1: 5TZR

Active
Intermediate

Agonist
Agonist

FFAR1:
5KW2

Intermediate

Agonist

GPR135

GPR26
GPR78
GPR152
GPR101

MRGPRE
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Ligand [M.W. (g/mol)]
Bromocriptine [654.6]
Risperidone [410.8]
Donitriptan [439.9]
CHEMBL428892
[356.6]
Bromocriptine [654.6]
Risperidone [410.8]
(2~{S})-2-(4chlorophenyl)-3-methyl1-spiro[1,3benzodioxole-2,4'piperidine]-1'-yl-butan1-one [385.9]
Retinal [284.4]
Bromocriptine [654.6]
Risperidone [410.8]
Bromocriptine [654.6]
Risperidone [410.8]
CHEMBL342252 [817]
CHEMBL342252 [817]
N-methyl scopolamine
[318.4]
Iperoxo [197.3]
UNII-11612L5SPI
[521.6]
(3~{S})-3-cyclopropyl3-[2-[1-[2-[2,2dimethylpropyl-(6methylpyridin-2yl)carbamoyl]-5methoxyphenyl]piperidin-4-yl]1-benzofuran-6yl]propanoic acid
[623.8]

VDW volume
of binding
pocket residues
4424.88
5139.88
6741.63
5414.88
4660.38
7087.00
5136.38

3387.50
4573.13
5655.88
5037.13
5920.50
5887.88
5679.63
5541.63
4098.88
4115.50
2025.88

There are a total of 31 initial homology models constructed for the 21 Tdark target
receptors, utilizing templates from the following resolved receptors: 5HT2B, AA2R, ADRB1,
APJ, CCR5, CYSLT2, CXCR4, DRD2, DRD4, GHSR, GPR52, MCR4, OPRD, P2Y1, P2Y12,
and PE2R3. Eight of the 21 Tdark receptors had template structures available in more than one
activation state from receptors 5HT2B, AA2R, ADRB1, DRD2, and PE2R3. Two models were
constructed for one receptor, GPR153, from two intermediate structures for P2Y1. The binding
pocket volumes for Tdark targets are reported in Table 6. There are distinct volumetric differences
between models constructed from multiple activation states. Again, no trend between the volume
of a binding pocket and the template activation state, ligand function, or ligand size was noted.
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Table 6. Binding pocket volumes for Tdark targets.
Tdark
Target
TAAR9
GPR27

MRGPRX3

GPR22

MRGPRX4
GPR62

GPR150

GPR153

Template:
PDB

Activation
State

Ligand
Function

DRD2: 6VMS
DRD2: 6CM4
5HT2B: 5TUD
5HT2B: 6DRZ
5HT2B: 5TVN
PE2R3: 6M9T
PE2R3: 6AK3

Active
Inactive
Active
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Active

Agonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist

AA2R: 5G53
AA2R: 5NM4
AA2R: 4UHR
PE2R3: 6M9T
PE2R3: 6AK3

Active
Inactive
Intermediate
Intermediate
Active

Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist

DRD2: 6VMS
DRD2: 6CM4
ADRB1:
6H7N
ADRB1:
4BVN
P2Y1: 4XNV
P2Y1: 4XNW

Active
Inactive
Active

Agonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist

Inactive

Antagonist

Intermediate
Intermediate

Antagonist
Antagonist

Ligand [M.W.
(g/mol)]
Bromocriptine [654.6]
Risperidone [410.8]
Ergotamine [581.7]
Methysergide [353.5]
Lysergide [323.4]
Misoprostol-FA [368.5]
Prostaglandin E2
[352.5]
NECA [308.3]
ZM241385 [337.3]
CGS-21680 [499.5]
Misoprostol-FA [368.5]
Prostaglandin E2
[352.5]
Bromocriptine [654.6]
Risperidone [410.8]
Xamoterol [339.4]
(S)-Cyanopindolol
[287.4]
BPTU [445.4]
MRS2500 [561.2]

VDW volume
of binding
pocket residues
5843.25
4142.88
6842.38
5214.13
3872.13
6588.50
6648.75
4101.75
4452.63
3474.13
6375.13
7696.50
5654.88
4781.50
5074.00
2965.75
6146.88
3587.75

Out of the Tbio and Tdark targets, the largest volumetric difference was seen with GPR27
between the models constructed with the temples 5HT2B in the active conformation (PDB:
5TUD) and intermediate conformation (PDB: 5TVN). Figure 16 shows the top down view of
these two models superimposed with six binding pocket residues visible. These six residues were
chosen to highlight their differing positions in homology models derived from templates of
differing activation states. There was a drastic difference in the number of residues selected by
the SiteFinder function in MOE, with the GPR27_5TUD model having 72 residues selected and
the GPR27_5TVN model having only 39. These differences would be expected to impact
molecular docking studies because the lack of consistent conformational space within the
binding pocket for these two models.
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Figure 16. A top down view of two homology models of GPR27 superposed (red,
5HT2B:5TUD, active conformation; cyan 5HT2B:5TVN, intermediate conformation) to
highlight conformational differences in six selected binding pocket residues. Orange residues
correspond with red chain; green residues correspond with blue chain.

Of the 28 constructed Tbio homology models, 17 have undergone de novo ECL2 loop
modeling, disulfide bond construction if applicable, and selection of the top ten scored loop
models. There are 11 receptors remaining that need to undergo the loop modeling process. A
homology modeling progress report for all Tbio receptors can be found in Table 7. Of the 31
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constructed Tdark homology models, 22 have undergone the de novo loop modeling, disulfide
bond construction if applicable, and selection of the top ten scored loop models. There are 14
target receptors remaining that require loop modeling. The progress for all Tdark receptors can be
found in Table 8. All initial homology models that have not been submitted for loop modeling
are all prepped and corresponding parameters for loop modeling can be found in Appendices A
and B.
After de novo loop modeling, the top ten lowest scored models were retained for further
use. Visual inspection of ECL2 in these top ten models is recommended before molecular
docking studies, as not all of the top ten models may have appropriate ECL2 structures. Models
with ECL2 extending into the region that would be occupied by the cellular membrane (see
Figure 17 for example) should be removed as candidates for molecular docking.
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Table 7. Progress of Class A orphan GPCR targets characterized as Tbio.
Tbio
Targets

Template
Receptor: PDB

Activation
State

CoINPocket
Score

Aligned

HM
built

ECL2
Loop

SSbond

Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR61
DRD2: 6CM4
2.48077
Active
✓
✓
GPR61
DRD2: 6VMS
2.48077
Active
✓
✓
TAAR2
5HT1B: 6G79
2.14351
Intermediate 2.14351
✓
✓
✓
✓
TAAR2
5HT1B: 5V54
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR65
CYSLT2: 6RZ6 Inactive
2.12966
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
NPBWR2 OPRD: 4N6H
1.98455
Inactive
✓
✓
TAAR8
DRD2: 6CM4
1.57183
Active
✓
✓
TAAR8
DRD2: 6VMS
1.57183
Inactive
✓
✓
GPR85
DRD4: 5WIU
1.49056
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR19
DRD3: 3PBL
1.41908
Intermediate
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR45
P2Y12: 4PXZ
1.32953
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR31
SUCNR: 6RNK Inactive
1.18989
Active
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR135
OPSD: 6FK6
1.10183
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR135
OPSD: 1U19
1.10183
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR151
SUCNR: 6RNK Inactive
1.09883
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR26
DRD2: 6CM4
1.09515
Active
✓
✓
GPR26
DRD2: 6VMS
1.09515
Inactive
✓
✓
GPR78
DRD2: 6CM4
0.976127
Active
✓
✓
GPR78
DRD2: 6VMS
0.976127
Active
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR152
NTR1: 5T04
0.970601
Intermediate 0.970601
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR152
NTR1: 4GRV
Active
✓
✓
GPR101
M2: 4MQS
0.968171
Inactive
✓
✓
GPR101
M2: 5ZKC
0.968171
✓
✓
✓
MRGPRE FFAR1: 5TZR Intermediate 0.747314
N/A
✓
✓
✓
MRGPRE FFAR1: 5KW2 Intermediate 0.747314
N/A
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR37L1 OX2R: 5WQC Inactive
0.661203
Inactive
✓
✓
GPR160
GHSR: 6KO5
0.562647
Intermediate 0.216684
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR162
PAR2: 5NDD
Target receptors with multiple homology models constructed from templates in multiple
activation states are duplicated in chart. The CoINPocket score recorded is the score for the
target and chosen template. Completed tasks are marked with “✓”. Incomplete receptors are all
prepared for loop modeling. Completed receptors lacking the conserved disulfide bond between
TM3 and ECL2 contain N/A in the SS-bond columns. Parameters for each target can be found in
the Appendix.
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Table 8. Progress of Class A orphan GPCR targets characterized as Tdark.
Tdark
Targets

Template
Receptor: PDB

Activation
State

CoINPocket Aligned
Score

HM
built

ECL2
Loop

SSbond

Intermediate 4.85982
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR21
GPR52: 6LI0
Intermediate 3.57731
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR171
P2Y12: 4PXZ
✓
✓
GPR141
CYSLT2: 6RZ6 Inactive
2.45306
Intermediate 2.25851
✓
✓
✓
GPR20
P2Y12: 4PXZ
N/A
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
GPR82
APJ: 5VBL
1.83095
N/A
Inactive
✓
✓
GPR25
APJ: 5VBL
1.79517
Inactive
✓
✓
GPR173
DRD4: 5WIU
1.75007
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
TAAR3
OPRD: 4N6H
1.73228
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
TAAR9
DRD2: 6CM4
1.58273
Active
✓
✓
TAAR9
DRD2: 6VMS
1.58273
Intermediate
✓
✓
GPR149
MCR4: 6W25
1.46355
✓
✓
✓
GPR146
CXCR4: 3ODU Inactive
1.39221
N/A
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR27
5HT2B: 5TUD Active
1.34123
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR27
5HT2B: 6DRZ Intermediate 1.34123
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR27
5HT2B: 5TVN Intermediate 1.34123
Intermediate 1.14614
✓
✓
MRGPRX3 PE2R3: 6M9T
Active
✓
✓
MRGPRX3 PE2R3: 6AK3
1.14614
Active
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR22
AA2R: 5G53
1.1166
Intermediate 1.1166
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR22
AA2R: 4UHR
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR22
AA2R: 5NM4
1.1166
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR75
GHSR: 6KO5
1.05068
Intermediate 1.00883
✓
✓
✓
MRGPRX4 PE2R3: 6M9T
N/A
Active
✓
✓
✓
MRGPRX4 PE2R3: 6AK3
1.00883
N/A
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR62
DRD2: 6CM4
0.672885
Active
✓
✓
GPR62
DRD2: 6VMS
0.672885
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR150
ADRB1: 6H7N Active
0.516179
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR150
ADRB1: 4BVN
0.516179
Intermediate 0.435862
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR153
P2Y1: 4XNV
Intermediate 0.435862
✓
✓
✓
✓
GPR153
P2Y1: 4XNW
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
MRGPRG DRD4: 5WIU
0.125925
N/A
Inactive
✓
✓
✓
MRGPRF
CCR5: 4MBS
-0.11934
N/A
Target receptors with multiple homology models constructed from templates in multiple
activation states are duplicated in chart. The CoINPocket score recorded is the score for the
target and chosen template. Completed tasks are marked with “✓”. Incomplete receptors are all
prepared for loop modeling. Completed receptors lacking the conserved disulfide bond between
TM3 and ECL2 contain N/A in the SS-bond columns. Parameters for each target can be found in
the Appendix.
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Figure 17. Examples of removed models after de novo loop modeling for GPR22 constructed
from the AA2R (PDB: 4UHR[61]). The dotted line represents the region that would begin the
cellular membrane. The three models shown have ECL2 that extend downward into the cellular
membrane region.

Conclusions
Forty orphan GPCR targets were chosen for homology modeling using the described
methodology depicted in Figure 2 (located in Chapter 1). Of these 40 targets, 19 are categorized
as Tbio (having known biological function and no accepted ligands) and 21 are categorized as
Tdark (having no known biological function or accepted ligands). Multiple homology models were
constructed for receptors if the template receptor (determined by CoINPocket score) available in
multiple activation states. This generated a total of 28 initial homology models for Tbio targets
and 31 initial homology models for Tdark targets.
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There were volumetric and conformational differences of the binding pockets in
homology models constructed from different activation states of the same template receptor. One
example within the 40 targets (GPR152) that had the most similar binding pocket volumes were
two models constructed from different activation states but originally in complex with the same
ligand. In contrast, there are volumetric differences in the binding pockets where homology
models were constructed in the same activation state but originally in complex with different
ligands. Overall, from the 59 total initial homology models constructed for the 40 targets, there
was no correlation between binding pocket volume and the activation state of the template, the
ligand function, or the ligand size.
This database of homology models for orphan GPCR is a first step in the overall goal
towards ligand discovery. Future directions for this work will include molecular docking into
completed homology models to begin investigating potential protein-ligand interactions.
Promising ligand candidates can then be developed and experimentally tested. As discussed,
there are 20 targets with a defined signaling pathway and 20 targets with no defined signaling
pathway. Those with a defined pathway should be prioritized for study since there are known
cellular events to monitor whether or not candidate ligands perform their intended function. Not
knowing the signaling pathway of a receptor does not leave it impossible to study. The NanoLuc
assay is a versatile approach for studying any GPCR considering the enzymes are bound to both
the Gα subunit and receptor.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
There have been numerous efforts by many members of the Baker and Parrill groups that
have contributed to the improvement of computational protocols concerning GPCR homology
modeling. My contributions begin with the work discussed in Chapter 2 of this document
addressing the question if there were instances where cross-docking performed similarly to selfdocking. The study utilized 11 Class A GPCR structures in more than one activation state to
generate docking target pairs or larger groups of three or more examples belonging to the same
receptor in various activation states. A total of 37 structures were used to generate a combination
of 37 self-docking and 68 cross-docking combinations. It was determined that the performance
of cross-docking was most similar to self-docking between docking pairings of the same
activation state with the same ligand function in all datasets. Between the three datasets
discussed, there was a difference of the average ligand RMSD of 1.5Å at most between selfdocking and matched activation state and ligand function cross-docking. The next best
performance of cross-docking was found between docking pairs of same activation state with
different ligand functions, with an average ligand RMSD difference of 2.5Å at most. Further, the
worst performance of cross-docking was between docking pairs with different activation states
and different ligand functions, with an average ligand RMSD difference of 3.4Å at most.
Overall, these results show that cross-docking pose accuracy was improved when the
activation states of the ligand source receptor structure and docking target receptor structure are
the same. From this, we suggested that the template receptor activation state for homology
modeling could influence the accuracy of results from docking into a target receptor model. In
application, we advise that the activation state of a template receptor be considered depending on
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the ligand function of interest. For example, if the study is investigating the development of an
agonist for a receptor with no crystal structure, then the template receptor utilized for model
construction should be in an active conformation (when available). Of course, the limited amount
of experimentally resolved structures of GPCR provides an obstacle for always following this
guideline. It is important to note this does not discredit using structures in other activation states
when the desired activation state is unavailable. However, in such instances, the docking results
might not be as accurate and should be subjected to more stringent evaluation.
The results of Chapter 2 contributed to the assessment of a critical decision within the
homology modeling protocol utilized in the Baker and Parrill groups and was subsequently
applied to the work conducted in Chapter 3. The work discussed in Chapter 3 generated a
database of homology models of 40 Class A orphan GPCR for future investigation by students
and/or collaborators. Despite advances in receptor crystallization and computational advances,
there remains about 81 orphan GPCR[8,49]. This database provides the foundation for
investigating about 50% of the orphan GPCR population. There was a total of 60 models
constructed for the 40 orphan GPCR because multiple models were constructed using structures
in multiple activation states when available. There were volumetric differences in the binding
pockets of models constructed in multiple activation states. This further suggests that the
activation state of the template receptor be taken into consideration for homology modeling.
Though only one example was present, when templates of different activation states but the same
ligand were used, there was the least volumetric difference of binding pockets. Having a
database of models constructed from numerous activation states broadens our experimental
capability as multiple ligand functions can be more accurately investigated. As the repository for
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GPCR crystal structures increases, so will our ability to continue improving homology modeling
and ligand investigation.
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Appendix A: Chapter 2 Supplemental Materials
Table 2.S1.
List of all self-docking and cross-docking combinations assessed in this study. Column labeled
“PDB” represents the PDB ID code of the entry containing the protein being docked into.
Column labeled “Ligand (PDB)” represents the ligand being docked. Parentheses in “Ligand
(PDB)” contain the PDB ID code of the complex the ligand came from. Publication on each PDB
entry is cited at the first use of the PDB ID code in the PDB column.
Receptor PDB
5HT1B

5HT2B

5HT2C

6G79[45]
6G79
6G79
5V54[44]
5V54
5V54
5V54
4IAR[43]
4IAR
4IAR
4IAR
4IAQ[43]
4IAQ
4IAQ
5TUD[62]
5TUD
5TUD
6DRZ[63]
6DRZ
6DRZ
5TVN[64]
5TVN
5TVN
5TVN
6DRY[63]
6DRY
6DRZ
6DRX[63]
6DRX
6BQG[65]
6BQG
6BQH[65]
6BQH

Activation
State
Active
Active
Active
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Active
Active
Active
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive
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Ligand (PDB)

Ligand Type

Donitriptan (6G79)
CHEMBL428892 (5V54)
Ergotamine (4IAR)
Donitriptan (6G79)
CHEMBL428892 (5V54)
Ergotamine (4IAR)
Dihydroergotamine (4IAQ)
Donitriptan (6G79)
CHEMBL428892 (5V54)
Ergotamine (4IAR)
Dihydroergotamine (4IAQ)
Dihydroergotamine (4IAQ)
Ergotamine (4IAR)
CHEMBL428892 (5V54)
Ergotamine (5TUD)
Methysergide (6DRZ)
Lysergide (5TVN)
Ergotamine (5TUD)
Methysergide (6DRZ)
Lysergide (5TVN)
Ergotamine (5TUD)
Methysergide (6DRZ)
Lysergide (5TVN)
Methylergonovine (6DRY)
Methylergonovine (6DRY)
Lysergide (5TVN)
Lisuride (6DRX)
Lisuride (6DRX)
Methysergide (6DRZ)
Ergotamine (6BQG)
Ritanserin (6BQH)
Ergotamine (6BQG)
Ritanserin (6BQH)

Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Inverse Agonist

AA1R

AA2R

ACM1

ACM2

ADRB1

6D9H[66]
6D9H
5N2S[67]
5N2S
5G53[68]
5G53
5G53
5NM4[69]
5NM4
5NM4
5OLH[70]
5OLH
5OLH
4UHR[61]
4UHR
5WF5[71]
5WF5
6OIJ[72]
6OIJ
5CXV[73]
5CXV
4MQS[74]
4MQS

Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive
Active
Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive
Active
Active

4MQS

Active

5ZKC[75]
5ZKC

Inactive
Inactive

5ZKC

Inactive

5ZK3[75]
5ZK3

Inactive
Inactive

5ZK3

Inactive

6H7N[76]
6H7N
6H7N
4BVN[77]
4BVN
4BVN
4BVN

Active
Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive

6IBL[78]

Active
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Adenosine (6D9H)
PSB36 (5N2S)
Adenosine (6D9H)
PSB36 (5N2S)
NECA (5G53)
ZM241385 (5NM4)
Vipadenant (5OLH)
NECA (5G53)
ZM241385 (5NM4)
Vipadenant (5OLH)
NECA (5G53)
ZM241385 (5NM4)
Vipadenant (5OLH)
Cgs 21680 (4UHR)
UK-432,097 (5WF5)
Cgs 21680 (4UHR)
UK-432,097 (5WF5)
Iperoxo (6OIJ)
Tiotropium (5CXV)
Iperoxo (6OIJ)
Tiotropium (5CXV)
Iperoxo (4MQS)
N-methyl scopolamine
(5ZKC)
Quinuclidinyl benzilate
(5ZK3)
Iperoxo (4MQS)
N-methyl scopolamine
(5ZKC)
Quinuclidinyl benzilate
(5ZK3)
Iperoxo (4MQS)
N-methyl scopolamine
(5ZKC)
Quinuclidinyl benzilate
(5ZK3)
Xamoterol (6H7N)
(S)-Cyanopindolol (4BVN)
Formoterol (6IBL)
Xamoterol (6H7N)
(S)-Cyanopindolol (4BVN)
Formoterol (6IBL)
4-methyl-2-(piperazin-1yl)-quinoline (3ZPR)
Xamoterol (6H7N)

Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist

ADRB2

CNR1

OPRK

6IBL
6IBL
3ZPR[79]

Active
Active
Inactive

3ZPR
4LDE[80]
4LDE
4LDE
5X7D[81]
5X7D
5X7D
5X7D
3NY9[82]
3NY9
3NY9
3NY9
3NYA[82]
3NYA
3NYA
5XRA[83]
5XRA

Inactive
Active
Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Active
Active

5XRA
5XRA
5TGZ[84]
5TGZ

Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive

5TGZ
5U09[85]
5U09

Inactive
Inactive
Inactive

5U09
6N4B[86]
6N4B
6B73[87]
6B73
4DJH[88]
4DJH

Inactive
Active
Active
Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive

(S)-Cyanopindolol (4BVN)
Formoterol (6IBL)
4-methyl-2-(piperazin-1yl)-quinoline (3ZPR)
(S)-Cyanopindolol (4BVN)
BI167107 (4LDE)
Carazolol (5X7D)
CHEMBL1233771 (3NY9)
BI167107 (4LDE)
Carazolol (5X7D)
CHEMBL1233771 (3NY9)
(-)-Alprenolol (3NYA)
BI167107 (4LDE)
Carazolol (5X7D)
CHEMBL1233771 (3NY9)
(-)-Alprenolol (3NYA)
(-)-Alprenolol (3NYA)
Carazolol (5X7D)
CHEMBL1233771 (3NY9)
CHEMBL1683648 (5XRA)
SCHEMBLE662960
(5TGZ)
Taranabant (5U09)
Fub-mdmb (6N4B)
CHEMBL1683648 (5XRA)
SCHEMBLE662960
(5TGZ)
Taranabant (5U09)
CHEMBL1683648 (5XRA)
SCHEMBLE662960
(5TGZ)
Taranabant (5U09)
Fub-mdmb (6N4B)
CHEMBL1683648 (5XRA)
MP1104 (6B73)
JDTic (4DJH)
MP1104 (6B73)
JDTic (4DJH)
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Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Inverse Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Inverse Agonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Antagonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Inverse Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Agonist
Antagonist
Agonist
Antagonist
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77

Figure 2.S1. Structures and names of ligands from reference crystal structures used in docking
simulations. Ligands are shown in the ionization state used in the docking simulations. First line
of text under the ligand indicates the ligand abbreviation from the PDB, followed by the receptor
name and four letter PDB identification code. Smaller text following PDB abbreviations
indicates the IUPAC names obtained from PubChem. See Table S1 for references for each PDB
ID code.
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Appendix B: Tdark Receptors Table of Contents
Tdark
Targets

GenBank ID #
[48]

Template: PDB[7]

GPR21
GPR171
GPR141
GPR20
GPR82
GPR25
GPR173
TAAR3
TAAR9
TAAR9
GPR149
GPR146
GPR27
GPR27
GPR27
MRGPRX3

EAW87559.1
AAH36815.1
AAI20952.1
EAW92227.1
AAH70180.1
EAW91322.1
EAW93142.1
Q9P1P4.1
NP_778227.3
NP_778227.3
ABC49857.1
EAL23710.1
ADZ17394.1
ADZ17394.1
ADZ17394.1
NP_001357393.
2
NP_001357393.
2
AAI07129.1
AAI07129.1
AAI07129.1
EAX00162.1
NP_473373.3
NP_473373.3
EAW65164.1
EAW65164.1
EAW96041.1
EAW96041.1
EAW71526.1
EAW71526.1
NP_001157849.
1
NP_659452.3

MRGPRX3
GPR22
GPR22
GPR22
GPR75
MRGPRX4
MRGPRX4
GPR62
GPR62
GPR150
GPR150
GPR153
GPR153
MRGPRG
MRGPRF

CoINPocket
Score

G
protein

Modeling Steps

GPR52:6LI0[89]
P2Y12:4PXZ[90]
CYSLT2:6RZ6[91]
P2Y12:4PXZ
APJ:5VBL[92]
APJ:5VBL
DRD4:5WIU[93]
OPRD:4N6H[94]
DRD2:6CM4[95]
DRD2:6VMS[23]
MCR4:6W25[96]
CXCR4:3ODU[97]
5HT2B:5TUD[62]
5HT2B:6DRZ[63]
5HT2B:5TVN[64]
PE2R3:6M9T[21]

4.85982
3.57731
2.45306
2.25851
1.83095
1.79517
1.75007
1.73228
1.58273
1.58273
1.46355
1.39221
1.34123
1.34123
1.34123
1.14614

Gq
Gi/o

Gq
Gq
Gq
Gq

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

PE2R3:6AK3[98]

1.14614

Gq

✓

✓

AA2R:5G53[68]
AA2R:4UHR[61]
AA2R:5NM4[69]
GHSR:6KO5[99]
PE2R3:6M9T
PE2R3:6AK3
DRD2:6CM4
DRD2:6VMS

Gi/o
Gi/o
Gi/o
Gq
Gq
Gq
Gs &Gq
Gs &Gq

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

ADRB1:6H7N[76]
ADRB1:4BVN[77]
P2Y1:4XNV[22]
P2Y1:4XNW [22]
DRD4:5WIU

1.1166
1.1166
1.1166
1.05068
1.00883
1.00883
0.672885
0.672885
0.516179
0.516179
0.435862
0.435862
0.125925

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
n/a

109
111
113
115
117
119
121
123
124
126
128
130
132

CCR5:4MBS[100]

-0.11934

✓

✓

✓

n/a

134

Check marks indicate completed modeling steps.
1a- template and target alignment
2b- homology model construction
3c- disulfide bond measurement
4d- disulfide bond construction of top ten scored models
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Gi/o

1

a

2

b

3

c

4

Page
d

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

n/a
n/a

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

n/a
✓
✓
✓

82
84
86
87
89
91
92
93
95
97
98
99
101
103
105
107
108

n/a
n/a
✓

Tdark Receptors Loop Modeling Residues
*Numbering based off the lowest scored local homology modeled PDB sequence renumbered
starting with the first residue numbered as 1.

receptor.loops

disulf.cst

Receptor

Anchor1 Anchor2 Cys1

Cys2

GPR21_6LI0
GPR171
GPR141
GPR20
GPR82
GPR25
GPR173
TAAR3
TAAR9_6CM4
TAAR9_6VMS
GPR149
GPR146
GPR27_5TUD
GPR27_6DRZ
GPR27_5TVN
MRGPRX3_6M9T
MRGPRX3_6AK3
GPR22_5G53
GPR22_5NM4
GPR22_4UHR
GPR75_6KO5
MRGPRX4_6M9T
MRGPRX4_6AK3
GPR62_6CM4
GPR62_6VMS
GPR150_6H7N
GPR150_4BVN
GPR153_4XNV
GPR153_4XNW
MRGPRG
MRGPRF

F163
P150
V146
G145
Y168
R149
V138
L151
T138
Y140
G171
F150
D144
D161
D157
M135
M159
E138
E144
E143
K145
R135
R134
L135
S136
A140
F150
G148
G148
N131
F149

C178
C162
C160
N/A
N/A
C162
C153
C172
C158
C161
N/A
N/A
C154
C171
C167
N/A
N/A
C157
C163
C162
C152
N/A
N/A
C148
C151
C177
C186
C161
C161
N/A
N/A

S186
E168
I175
V155
L189
A169
M201
A177
N163
N166
Y198
M166
Q158
Q175
Q171
C149
T175
G168
G174
G173
K162
C149
T150
G156
G159
Q190
Q199
G169
G169
C145
A161

C99
C84
C82
N/A
N/A
C83
C75
C87
C73
C76
N/A
N/A
C78
C95
C91
N/A
N/A
C75
C81
C80
C81
N/A
N/A
C74
C77
C82
C91
C83
C83
N/A
N/A
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GPR21. Template: GPR52; 6LI0 (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 4.85982. Sequence Identity: 60.70%

GPR21&GPR52 alignment: gpr21_6li0_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr21_6li0_hm.mdb

*Two disulfide bonds present in GPR52 (PDB: 6LI0) structure. There are cysteine residues in same
positions in GPR21 (red arrows shown above), so two disulfide bond constraints were incorporated in the
loop modeling algorithm:
disulf1.cst for first disulfide pair: C12 and C25
disulf2.cst for disulfide between TM3 and ECL2: C99 and
C178
receptor.loops residues: F163 and S186

Robetta fragment ECL2: STLVFLPSFFHWGKPGYHGDVFQWCAESWHTDSYFTLFIVMM

Top ten models: gpr21_6li0_t10.mdb
GPR21 Models
GPR21_6LI0_B_C_0024
GPR21_6LI0_B_C_0028
GPR21_6LI0_A_C_0023
GPR21_6LI0_B_C_0088
GPR21_6LI0_B_C_0059
GPR21_6LI0_B_C_0058
GPR21_6LI0_B_C_0110
GPR21_6LI0_A_C_0095
GPR21_6LI0_A_C_0109
GPR21_6LI0_A_C_0123
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GPR21 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR21_6LI0
Filename
GPR21_6LI0_alignment.moe
gpr21_6li0_hm.mdb
GPR21_6LI0.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR21_6LI0_PDBs.zip
gpr21_6li0_pdbs.mdb
gpr21_6li0_scores.mdb
gpr21_6li0_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr21_6li0_t10.mdb
Folder labeled “Docking.zip”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr21_6li0_pdbs.mdb and
gpr21_6li0_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr21_6li0_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed
Contains docking results for two GPR52 ligands into
all top ten final models

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR21_6LI0_A.pdb (or B)
GPR21_9.txt
GPR21_3.txt
EN6.sdf
EN6.params
EN6_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf1.cst
disulf2.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from EN6.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors
F163 & S186
Input file for first disulfide bond
C12 & C25
Input file for second disulfide bond
C99 & C178
Output. Scores of all loop models generated.
Output from loop modeling
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR171. Template: P2Y12; 4PXZ (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 3.57731. Sequence Identity:
31.30%

GPR21&GPR52 alignment: GPR171_4PXZ_alignment.moe
gpr171_4pxz_hm.mdb

Homology models:

disulf.cst residues: C84 and C162
receptor.loops residues: P150 and E168

Robetta fragment ECL2: LIMVPNMMIPIKDIKEKSNVGCMEFKKEFGRNWHLLT
*Anchor 1 physically appears helical in model.
Top ten models: gpr171_t10.mdb
GPR171 Models
GPR171_4PXZ_A_C_0075
GPR171_4PXZ_A_C_0077
GPR171_4PXZ_B_C_0002
GPR171_4PXZ_A_C_0053
GPR171_4PXZ_B_C_0006
GPR171_4PXZ_A_C_0098
GPR171_4PXZ_B_C_0092
GPR171_4PXZ_A_C_0005
GPR171_4PXZ_A_C_0016
GPR171_4PXZ_A_C_0012
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GPR171 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR171
Filename
GPR171_4PXZ_alignment.moe
gpr171_4pxz_hm.mdb
GPR171_4PXZ.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR171_PDBs.zip
gpr171_pdbs.mdb
gpr171_scores.mdb
gpr171_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr171_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr171_pdbs.mdb and
gpr171_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr171_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR171_4PXZ_A.pdb (or B)
GPR171_9.txt
GPR171_3.txt
6AD.sdf
6AD.params
6AD_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from EN6.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
P150 & E168
Input file for first disulfide bond.
C84 & C162
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR141. Template: CYSLT2; 6RZ6 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 2.45306. Sequence Identity: 18.40%

GPR141&CYSLT2 alignment: GPR141_6RZ6_alignment.moe Homology model: gpr141_6rz6_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues: C82 and C160
receptor.loops residues: V146 and K173

Robetta fragment ECL2: VIVIVVPLVVSRYGIHEEYNEEHCFKFHKELAYTYVKIINYMIVIF

GPR141 incomplete and requires loop modeling. All files for loop modeling can be found in
GPR141 folder in OneDrive. All coding complete.

GPR141 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR141

Filename

Purpose

GPR141_6RZ6_alignment.moe
gpr141_6rz6_hm.mdb
GPR141_6RZ6.pdb

Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models for this target)
Filename
GPR141_6RZ6_A.pdb (or B)
GPR141_9.txt
GPR141_3.txt
KNW.sdf
KNW.params
KNW_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from EN6.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
V146 & K173
Input file for disulfide bond.
C82 & C160
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GPR20. Template: P2Y12; 4PXZ (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 2.25851. Sequence Identity:
17.90%

GPR20&P2Y12 alignment: GPR20_4PXZ_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr20_4pxz_hm.mdb
No disulfide constraint; generated 1000 loop
models
receptor.loops residues G145 and V155

Robetta fragment ECL2: AGAVTLSVLGVTGSRPCCRVFALTVLEFL

Top ten loop models: gpr20_t10.mdb
GPR20 Models
GPR20_4PXZ_H_C_0118
GPR20_4PXZ_F_C_0051
GPR20_4PXZ_G_C_0076
GPR20_4PXZ_A_C_0087
GPR20_4PXZ_C_C_0057
GPR20_4PXZ_F_C_0037
GPR20_4PXZ_D_C_0096
GPR20_4PXZ_D_C_0090
GPR20_4PXZ_E_C_0065
GPR20_4PXZ_H_C_0080
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GPR20 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR20
Filename
GPR20_4PXZ_alignment.moe
gpr20_4pxz_hm.mdb
GPR20_4PXZ.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “H”
GPR20_PDBs.zip
gpr20_pdbs.mdb
gpr20_scores.mdb
gpr20_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr20_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of gpr20_pdbs.mdb and
gpr20_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr20_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “H” contents
Filename
GPR20_4PXZ_A.pdb (or any)
GPR20_4PXZ_9.txt
GPR20_4PXZ_3.txt
6AD.sdf
6AD.params
6AD_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from EN6.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
G145 & V155
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR82. Template: APJ; 5VBL (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.83095. Sequence Identity: 15.20%

GPR82&APJ alignment: GPR82_5VBL_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr82_5vbl_hm.mdb

No disulfide constraint; generated 1000 loop
models
receptor.loops residues Y168 and L189

Robetta fragment ECL2: LGIIIPVTVYYSVIEATEGEESLCYNRQMELGAMISQIAG

Top ten loop models: gpr82_t10.mdb
GPR82 Models
GPR82_5VBL_F_C_0001
GPR82_5VBL_A_C_0120
GPR82_5VBL_E_C_0108
GPR82_5VBL_G_C_0106
GPR82_5VBL_B_C_0022
GPR82_5VBL_H_C_0017
GPR82_5VBL_H_C_0088
GPR82_5VBL_H_C_0090
GPR82_5VBL_E_C_0006
GPR82_5VBL_B_C_0101
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GPR82 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR82
Filename
GPR82_5VBL_alignment.moe
gpr82_5vbl_hm.mdb
GPR82_5VBL.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “H”
GPR82_PDBs.zip
gpr82_pdbs.mdb
gpr82_scores.mdb
gpr82_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr82_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of gpr82_pdbs.mdb and
gpr82_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr82_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “H” contents
Filename
GPR82_5VBL_A.pdb (or any)
GPR82_5VBL_9.txt
GPR82_5VBL_3.txt
OLC.sdf
OLC.params
OLC_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from EN6.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
Y168 & L189
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR25. Template: APJ; 5VBL (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.79517. Sequence Identity: 26.90%

GPR25&APJ alignment: GPR25_5VBL_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr25_5vbl_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C83 and C162
receptor.loops residues R149 and A169

Robetta fragment ECL2: LAGLPSLVYRGLQPLPGGQDSQCGEEPSHAFQGLSLLLL

GPR25 incomplete and requires loop modeling. All files for loop modeling can be found in GPR25
folder in OneDrive. All coding completed.

GPR25 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR25
Filename
GPR82_5VBL_alignment.moe
gpr82_5vbl_hm.mdb
GPR82_5VBL.pdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
Contain loop modeling files
Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models for this target)
Filename
GPR25_5VBL_A.pdb (or B)
GPR25_9.txt
GPR25_3.txt
OLC.sdf
OLC.params
OLC_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from OLC.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
R149 & A169
Input file for disulfide bond.
C83 & C162
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GPR173. Template: DRD4; 5WIU (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.75007. Sequence Identity: 18.20%

GPR173&DRD4 alignment: GPR173_5WIU_alignment.moe Homology models: gpr173_5wiu_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C75 and C153

receptor.loops residues V138 and M201

Robetta fragment ECL2:
LSVAMAFPPVFDVGTYKFIREEDQCIFEHRYFKANDTLGFMLMLAVLMAATHAVYGKLLLFEYRHR
KMKPVQMVPAISQNWT

GPR173 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR173
Filename
GPR173_5WIU_alignment.moe
gpr173_5wiu_hm.mdb
GPR173.pdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Folders labeled “A” through “F”
Contain loop modeling files
GPR173_PDBs.zip
Contains 162 loop models. This is an incomplete.
Requires 88 more models generated.
Folders “A” through “F” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models for this target)
*Very large ECL2, so this target takes a long time for loop modeling. Create as many
folders as necessary to finish loop modeling.
Filename
GPR173_A.pdb (or any)
GPR173_9.txt
GPR173_3.txt
AQD.sdf
AQD.params
AQD_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from AQD.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
V138 & M201
Input file for disulfide bond.
C75 & C153
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TAAR3. Template: OPRD; 4N6H (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.73228. Sequence Identity: 17.80%

TAAR3&OPRD alignment: TAAR3_4N6H_alignment.moe

Homology models: taar3_4n6h_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C87 and C172
receptor.loops residues L151 and N177

Robetta fragment ECL2: PALFSFGLVLSEADVSGMQSYKILVACFNFCALTFNKFWGTILFT

Top ten loop models: taar3_t10.mdb
TAAR3 Models
TAAR3_4N6H_B_C_0004
TAAR3_4N6H_B_C_0056
TAAR3_4N6H_A_C_0063
TAAR3_4N6H_B_C_0125
TAAR3_4N6H_A_C_0071
TAAR3_4N6H_B_C_0037
TAAR3_4N6H_A_C_0027
TAAR3_4N6H_B_C_0018
TAAR3_4N6H_B_C_0114
TAAR3_4N6H_A_C_0088
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TAAR3 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > TAAR3
Filename
TAAR3_4N6H_alignment.moe
taar3_4n6h_hm.mdb
TAAR3_4N6H.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
TAAR3_PDBs.zip
taar3_pdbs.mdb
taar3_scores.mdb
taar3_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
taar3_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of taar3_pdbs.mdb and
taar3_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
taar3_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
TAAR3_4N6H_A.pdb (or B)
TAAR3_9.txt
TAAR3_3.txt
EJ4.sdf
EJ4.params
EJ4_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from EJ4.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
L151 & N177
Input file for disulfide bond. C87 & C172
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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TAAR9. Template: DRD2; 6CM4 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.58273. Sequence Identity: 23.90%

TAAR9&DRD2 alignment: TAAR9_6CM4_alignment.moe
Homology models:
taar9_6cm4_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C73 and C158
receptor.loops residues T138 and N163

Robetta fragment ECL2: VTYSFSIFYTGANEEGIEELVVALTCVGGCQAPLNQNWVLLCFL

Top ten loop models: taar9_6cm4_t10.mdb
TAAR9_6CM4 Models
TAAR9_6CM4_B_C_0052
TAAR9_6CM4_B_C_0022
TAAR9_6CM4_B_C_0021
TAAR9_6CM4_A_C_0015
TAAR9_6CM4_B_C_0087
TAAR9_6CM4_B_C_0031
TAAR9_6CM4_B_C_0061
TAAR9_6CM4_A_C_0040
TAAR9_6CM4_B_C_0065
TAAR9_6CM4_A_C_0105
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TAAR9_6CM4 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > TAAR9_6CM4
Filename
TAAR9_6CM4_alignment.moe
taar9_6cm4_hm.mdb
TAAR9_6CM4.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
TAAR9_PDBs.zip
taar9_6cm4_pdbs.mdb
taar9_6cm4_scores.mdb
taar9_6cm4_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
taar9_6cm4_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of taar9_6cm4_pdbs.mdb and
taar9_6cm4_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
taar9_6cm4_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
TAAR9_6CM4_A.pdb (or B)
TAAR9_6CM4_9.txt
TAAR9_6CM4_3.txt
8NU.sdf
8NU.params
8NU_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8NU.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
T138 & N163
Input file for disulfide bond. C73 & C158
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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TAAR9. Template: DRD2; 6VMS (Active). CoINPocket Score: 1.58273. Sequence Identity: 24.10%

TAAR9&DRD2 alignment: TAAR9_6VMS_alignment.moe

Homology models: taar9_6vms_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C76 and C161
receptor.loops residues Y140 and N166

Robetta fragment ECL2: SVTYSFSIFYTGANEEGIEELVVALTCVGGCQAPLNQNWVLLCFL

*anchor1 is helical-like in model
TAAR9_6VMS Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > TAAR9_6VMS
Filename
TAAR9_6VMS_alignment.moe
taar9_6vms_hm.mdb
TAAR9_6VMS.pdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
Contain loop modeling files
Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models for this target)
All coding complete
Filename
TAAR9_6VMS_A.pdb (or B)
TAAR9_6VMS_9.txt
TAAR9_6VMS_3.txt
08Y.sdf
08Y.params
08Y_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 08Y.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
Y140 & N166
Input file for disulfide bond. C76 & C161
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GPR149. Template: MCR4; 6W25 (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 1.46355. Sequence Identity:
4.80%

GPR149&MCR4 alignment: gpr149_6w25_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr149_6w25_hm.mdb
No disulfide constraint; need to generate
1000 loop models
receptor.loops residues G164 and V190
*ligand for this template is a peptide
sequence, last line of code required to run
loop modeling

Robetta fragment ECL2: LLLSALPLCGWGAFVRTPWGCLVDCSSSYVLFLSIVYALAFGLLV

GPR149 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR149
Filename
gpr149_6w25_alignment.moe
gpr149_6w25_hm.mdb
gpr149.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “H”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” through “H” contents (Need to generate 1000 loop models for this target)
Filename
GPR149_A.pdb (or any)
GPR149_9.txt
GPR149_3.txt
SHU9119.sdf
SHU9119.params
SHU9119_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from SHU9119.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
G164 & V190
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GPR146. Template: CXCR4; 3ODU (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.39221. Sequence Identity:
14.10%

GPR146&CXCR4 alignment: GPR146_3ODU_alignment.moe Homology models:
gpr146_3odu_hm.mdb
No disulfide constraint; generated 1000 loop
models
receptor.loops residues F150 and M166

Robetta fragment ECL2: LLTSFSSLLFYICSHVSTRALECAKMQNAEAADAT

Top ten loop models: gpr146_t10.mdb
GPR146 Models
GPR146_3ODU_G_C_0054
GPR146_3ODU_D_C_0018
GPR146_3ODU_E_C_0066
GPR146_3ODU_G_C_0094
GPR146_3ODU_F_C_0030
GPR146_3ODU_C_C_0104
GPR146_3ODU_F_C_0060
GPR146_3ODU_B_C_0055
GPR146_3ODU_G_C_0102
GPR146_3ODU_D_C_0025
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GPR146 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR146
Filename
GPR146_3ODU_alignment.moe
gpr146_3odu_hm.mdb
GPR146_3ODU.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR146_PDBs.zip
gpr146_pdbs.mdb
gpr146_scores.mdb
gpr146_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr146_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of gpr146_pdbs.mdb and
gpr146_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr146_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “H” contents
Filename
GPR146_3ODU_A.pdb (or any)
GPR146_9.txt
GPR146_3.txt
ITD.sdf
ITD.params
ITD_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from ITD.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
F150 & M166
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR27. Template: 5HT2B; 5TUD (Active). CoINPocket Score: 1.34123. Sequence Identity: 19.50%

GPR27&5HT2B alignment: GPR27_5TUD_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr27_5tud_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C78 and C154
receptor.loops residues D144 and Q158

Robetta fragment ECL2: LAAAFPPVLDGGGDDEDAPCALEQRPDGAPGAL
*anchor1 helical like in model
Top ten loop models: gpr27_5tud_t10.mdb
GPR27_5TUD Models
GPR27_5TUD_A_C_0061
GPR27_5TUD_B_C_0027
GPR27_5TUD_A_C_0037
GPR27_5TUD_A_C_0120
GPR27_5TUD_A_C_0021
GPR27_5TUD_A_C_0053
GPR27_5TUD_B_C_0084
GPR27_5TUD_A_C_0087
GPR27_5TUD_B_C_0035
GPR27_5TUD_A_C_0052
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GPR27_5TUD Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR27_5TUD
Filename
GPR27_5TUD_alignment.moe
gpr27_5tud_hm.mdb
GPR27_5TUD.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR27_5TUD_PDBs.zip
gpr27_5tud_pdbs.mdb
gpr27_5tud_scores.mdb
gpr27_5tud_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr27_5tud_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr27_5tud_pdbs.mdb and
gpr27_5tud_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr27_5tud_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR27_5TUD_A.pdb (or B)
GPR27_9.txt
GPR27_3.txt
ERM.sdf
ERM.params
ERM_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from ERM.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
D144 & Q158
Input file for disulfide bond. C78 & C154
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR27. Template: 5HT2B; 6DRZ (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 1.34123. Sequence Identity: 19.70%

GPR27&5HT2B alignment: gpr27_6drz_alignment.moe
gpr27_6drz_hm.mdb

Homology models:
disulf.cst residues C95 and C171
receptor.loops residues D161 and Q175

Robetta fragment ECL2:
LAAAFPPVLDGGGDDEDAPCALEQRPDGAPGAL

Top ten loop models: gpr27_6drz_t10.mdb
GPR27_6DRZ Models
GPR27_6DRZ_B_C_0119
GPR27_6DRZ_A_C_0034
GPR27_6DRZ_B_C_0042
GPR27_6DRZ_A_C_0043
GPR27_6DRZ_A_C_0010
GPR27_6DRZ_A_C_0099
GPR27_6DRZ_A_C_0023
GPR27_6DRZ_B_C_0086
GPR27_6DRZ_B_C_0077
GPR27_6DRZ_B_C_0075
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GPR27_6DRZ Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR27_6DRZ
Filename
GPR27_6DRZ_alignment.moe
gpr27_6drz_hm.mdb
GPR27_6DRZ.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR27_6DRZ_PDBs.zip
gpr27_6drz_pdbs.mdb
gpr27_6drz_scores.mdb
gpr27_6drz_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr27_6drz_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr27_6drz_pdbs.mdb and
gpr27_6drz_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr27_6drz_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR27_6DRZ_A.pdb (or B)
GPR27_9.txt
GPR27_3.txt
H8J.sdf
H8J.params
H8J_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from H8J.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
D161 & Q175
Input file for disulfide bond. C95 & C171
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR27. Template: 5HT2B; 5TVN (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.34123. Sequence Identity: 19.20%

GPR27&5HT2B alignment: gpr27_5tvn_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr27_5tvn_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C91 and C167
receptor.loops residues D157 and Q171

Robetta fragment ECL2: LAAAFPPVLDGGGDDEDAPCALEQRPDGAPGAL

Top ten loop models: gpr27_5tvn_t10.mdb
GPR27_5TVN Models
GPR27_5TVN_B_C_0058
GPR27_5TVN_B_C_0093
GPR27_5TVN_A_C_0105
GPR27_5TVN_A_C_0071
GPR27_5TVN_B_C_0103
GPR27_5TVN_B_C_0086
GPR27_5TVN_B_C_0002
GPR27_5TVN_A_C_0029
GPR27_5TVN_B_C_0008
GPR27_5TVN_B_C_0082
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GPR27_5TVN Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR27_5TVN
Filename
gpr27_5tvn_alignment.moe
gpr27_5tvn_hm.mdb
GPR27_5TVN.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR27_5TVN_PDBs.zip
gpr27_5tvn_pdbs.mdb
gpr27_5tvn_scores.mdb
gpr27_5tvn_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr27_5tvn_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr27_5tvn_pdbs.mdb and
gpr27_5tvn_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr27_5tvn_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR27_5TVN_A.pdb (or B)
GPR27_9.txt
GPR27_3.txt
7LD.sdf
7LD.params
7LD_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 7LD.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
D157 & Q171
Input file for disulfide bond. C91 & C167
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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MRGPRX3. Template: PE2R3; 6M9T (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 1.14614. Sequence Identity:
14.90%

MRGPRX3&PE2R3 alignment: MRGPRX3_6M9T_alignment.moe
Homology models: mrgprx3_6m9t_hm.mdb
*Very short ECL2 according to GPCRdb sequence.

MRGPRX3_6M9T Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > MRGPRX3_6M9T
Filename
MRGPRX3_6M9T_alignment.moe
mrgprx3_6m9t_hm.mdb
MRGPRX3_6M9T.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted
for loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Need to generate 1000 loop models for this target; will need
more folders)
Filename
MRGPRX3_6M9T_A.pdb (or any)
*No fragment files generated
J9P.sdf
J9P.params
J9P_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops

Purpose
Homology model input
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from J9P.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
M135 & C149**
**Weird ECL2 sequence on GPCRdb compared to
model. Double check these residues.
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MRGPRX3. Template: PE2R3; 6AK3 (Active). CoINPocket Score: 1.14614. Sequence Identity:
12.80%

MRGPRX3&PE2R3 alignment: MRGPRX3_6AK3_alignment.moe
Homology models: mrgprx3_6ak3_hm.mdb
*Very short ECL2 according to GPCRdb sequence.

MRGPRX3_6AK3 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > MRGPRX3_6AK3
Filename
MRGPRX3_6AK3_alignment.moe
mrgprx3_6ak3_hm.mdb
MRGPRX3_6AK3.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted
for loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Need to generate 1000 loop models for this target; will need
more folders)
Filename
MRGPRX3_6AK3_A.pdb (or any)
*No fragment files generated
P2E.sdf
P2E.params
P2E_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops

Purpose
Homology model input
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from P2E.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
M159 & T175**
**Weird ECL2 sequence on GPCRdb compared to
model. Double check these residues.
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GPR22. Template: AA2R; 5G53 (Active). CoINPocket Score: 1.1166. Sequence Identity:
13.60%

GPR22&AA2R alignment: GPR22_5G53_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr22_5g53_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C75 and C157
receptor.loops residues E138 and G168

Robetta fragment ECL2: FFSFLIPFIEVNFFSLQSGNTWENKTLLCVSTNEYYTELGMYYHLLVQI

Top ten loop models: gpr22_5g53_t10.mdb
GPR22_5G53 Models
GPR22_5G53_A_C_0004
GPR22_5G53_B_C_0027
GPR22_5G53_A_C_0033
GPR22_5G53_B_C_0052
GPR22_5G53_A_C_0001
GPR22_5G53_B_C_0058
GPR22_5G53_C_C_0024
GPR22_5G53_C_C_0020
GPR22_5G53_A_C_0053
GPR22_5G53_B_C_0003
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GPR22_5G53 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR22_5G53
Filename
GPR22_5G53_alignment.moe
gpr22_5g53_hm.mdb
GPR22_5G53.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “C”
GPR22_5G53_PDBs.zip
gpr22_5g53_pdbs.mdb
gpr22_5g53_scores.mdb
gpr22_5g53_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr22_5g53_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr22_5g53_pdbs.mdb and
gpr22_5g53_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr22_5g53_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “C” contents
Filename
GPR22_5G53_A.pdb (or any)
GPR22_9.txt
GPR22_3.txt
NEC.sdf
NEC.params
NEC_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from NEC.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
E138 & G168
Input file for disulfide bond. C75 & C157
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR22. Template: AA2R; 4UHR (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 1.1166. Sequence Identity: 13.60%

GPR22&AA2R alignment: gpr22_4uhr_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr22_4uhr_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C80 and C162
receptor.loops residues E143 and G173

Robetta fragment ECL2: FFSFLIPFIEVNFFSLQSGNTWENKTLLCVSTNEYYTELGMYYHLLVQI

Top ten loop models: gpr22_4uhr_t10.mdb
GPR22_4UHR Models
GPR22_4UHR_A_C_0010
GPR22_4UHR_A_C_0018
GPR22_4UHR_A_C_0015
GPR22_4UHR_D_C_0080
GPR22_4UHR_B_C_0019
GPR22_4UHR_C_C_0005
GPR22_4UHR_B_C_0037
GPR22_4UHR_B_C_0027
GPR22_4UHR_D_C_0078
GPR22_4UHR_D_C_0061
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GPR22_4UHR Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR22_4UHR
Filename
GPR22_4UHR_alignment.moe
gpr22_4uhr_hm.mdb
GPR22_4UHR.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “E”
GPR22_4UHR_PDBs.zip
gpr22_4uhr_pdbs.mdb
gpr22_4uhr_scores.mdb
gpr22_4uhr_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr22_4uhr_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr22_4uhr_pdbs.mdb and
gpr22_4uhr_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr22_4uhr_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “E” contents
Filename
GPR22_4UHR_A.pdb (or any)
GPR22_9.txt
GPR22_3.txt
NGI.sdf
NGI.params
NGI_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from NGI.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
E143 & G173
Input file for disulfide bond. C80 & C162
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR22. Template: AA2R; 5NM4 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.1166. Sequence Identity: 14.40%

GPR22&AA2R alignment: GPR22_5G53_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr22_5g53_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C81 and C163
receptor.loops residues E144 and G174

Robetta fragment ECL2: FFSFLIPFIEVNFFSLQSGNTWENKTLLCVSTNEYYTELGMYYHLLVQI

Top ten loop models: gpr22_5nm4_t10.mdb
GPR22_5NM4 Models
GPR22_5NM4_A_C_0032
GPR22_5NM4_C_C_0020
GPR22_5NM4_B_C_0086
GPR22_5NM4_A_C_0052
GPR22_5NM4_A_C_0042
GPR22_5NM4_A_C_0070
GPR22_5NM4_B_C_0011
GPR22_5NM4_A_C_0054
GPR22_5NM4_A_C_0068
GPR22_5NM4_C_C_0032
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GPR22_5NM4 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR22_5NM4
Filename
GPR22_5NM4_alignment.moe
gpr22_5nm4_hm.mdb
GPR22_5NM4.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “C”
GPR22_5NM4_PDBs.zip
gpr22_5nm4_pdbs.mdb
gpr22_5nm4_scores.mdb
gpr22_5nm4_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr22_5nm4_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr22_5nm4_pdbs.mdb and
gpr22_5nm4_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr22_5nm4_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “C” contents
Filename
GPR22_5NM4_A.pdb (or any)
GPR22_9.txt
GPR22_3.txt
ZMA.sdf
ZMA.params
ZMA_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from ZMA.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
E144 & G174
Input file for disulfide bond. C81 & C163
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR75. Template: GHSR; 6KO5 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.05068. Sequence Identity: 10.20%

GPR75&GHSR alignment: gpr75_6ko5_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr75_6ko5_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C81 and C152
receptor.loops residues K145 & K162

Robetta fragment ECL2: FTLATLATLKTSKSHLCLPMSSLIAGKGKAILSLYV

Top ten loop models: gpr75_6ko5_t10.mdb
GPR75_6KO5 Models
GPR75_6KO5_A_C_0077
GPR75_6KO5_B_C_0012
GPR75_6KO5_B_C_0069
GPR75_6KO5_A_C_0097
GPR75_6KO5_A_C_0116
GPR75_6KO5_A_C_0052
GPR75_6KO5_A_C_0025
GPR75_6KO5_A_C_0060
GPR75_6KO5_A_C_0095
GPR75_6KO5_A_C_0040
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GPR75_6KO5 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR75_6KO5
Filename
GPR75_6KO5_alignment.moe
Gpr75_6ko5_hm.mdb
GPR75_6KO5.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR75_6KO5_PDBs.zip
gpr75_6ko5_pdbs.mdb
gpr75_6ko5_scores.mdb
gpr75_6ko5_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr75_6ko5_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr75_6ko5_pdbs.mdb and
gpr75_6ko5_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr75_6ko5_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR75_6KO5_A.pdb (or B)
GPR75_9.txt
GPR75_3.txt
8QX.sdf
8QX.params
8QX_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8QX.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
K145 & K162
Input file for disulfide bond. C81 & C152
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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MRGPRX4. Template: PE2R3; 6M9T (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 1.00883. Sequence Identity:
15.80%

MRGPRX4&PE2R3 alignment: MRGPRX4_6M9T_alignment.moe
Homology models: mrgprx4_6m9t_hm.mdb
No disulfide constraint; generated 1000
loop models
receptor.loops residues R135 and C149

Robetta fragment ECL2:
SLLFSMLEWRFCDFLFSGADSSWCETSDFIPVA

Top ten loop models: mrgprx4_6m9t_t10.mdb
MRGPRX4_6M9T Models
MRGPRX4_6M9T_F_C_0002
MRGPRX4_6M9T_B_C_0032
MRGPRX4_6M9T_C_C_0050
MRGPRX4_6M9T_F_C_0048
MRGPRX4_6M9T_G_C_0060
MRGPRX4_6M9T_F_C_0120
MRGPRX4_6M9T_E_C_0079
MRGPRX4_6M9T_D_C_0006
MRGPRX4_6M9T_G_C_0067
MRGPRX4_6M9T_A_C_0113
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MRGPRX4_6M9T Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > MRGPRX4_6M9T
Filename
MRGPRX4_6M9T_alignment.moe
mrgprx4_6m9t_hm.mdb
MRGPRX4_6M9T.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “H”
MRGPRX4_6M9T_PDBs.zip
mrgprx4_6m9t_pdbs.mdb
mrgprx4_6m9t_scores.mdb
mrgprx4_6m9t_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
mrgprx4_6m9t_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of mrgprx4_6m9t_pdbs.mdb and
mrgprx4_6m9t_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
mrgprx4_6m9t_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide
bond measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “H” contents
Filename
MRGPRX4_6M9T_A.pdb (or any)
MRGPRX4_6M9T_9.txt
MRGPRX4_6M9T_3.txt
J9P.sdf
J9P.params
J9P_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from J9P.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
R135 & C149
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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MRGPRX4. Template: PE2R3; 6AK3 (Active). CoINPocket Score: 1.00883. Sequence Identity:
16.50%

MRGPRX4&PE2R3 alignment: MRGPRX4_6AK3_alignment.moe
Homology models: mrgprx4_6ak3_hm.mdb
No disulfide constraint; generated 1000 loop
models
receptor.loops residues R134 and T150

Robetta fragment ECL2: SLLFSMLEWRFCDFLFSGADSSWCETSDFIPVAWL

Top ten loop models: mrgprx4_6ak3_t10.mdb
MRGPRX4_6AK3 Models
MRGPRX4_6AK3_G_C_0077
MRGPRX4_6AK3_D_C_0057
MRGPRX4_6AK3_C_C_0092
MRGPRX4_6AK3_H_C_0032
MRGPRX4_6AK3_H_C_0115
MRGPRX4_6AK3_G_C_0003
MRGPRX4_6AK3_A_C_0056
MRGPRX4_6AK3_H_C_0037
MRGPRX4_6AK3_D_C_0038
MRGPRX4_6AK3_F_C_0052
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MRGPRX4_6AK3 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > MRGPRX4_6AK3
Filename
MRGPRX4_6AK3_alignment.moe
mrgprx4_6ak3_hm.mdb
MRGPRX4_6AK3.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “H”
MRGPRX4_6AK3_PDBs.zip
mrgprx4_6ak3_pdbs.mdb
mrgprx4_6ak3_scores.mdb
mrgprx4_6ak3_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
mrgprx4_6ak3_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of mrgprx4_6ak3_pdbs.mdb and
mrgprx4_6ak3_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
mrgprx4_6ak3_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide
bond measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “H” contents
Filename
MRGPRX4_6AK3_A.pdb (or any)
MRGPRX4_6AK3_9.txt
MRGPRX4_6AK3_3.txt
P2E.sdf
P2E.params
P2E_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from P2E.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
R134 & T150
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR62. Template: DRD2; 6CM4 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 0.672885. Sequence Identity: 15.20%

GPR62&DRD2 alignment: gpr62_6cm4_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr62_6cm4_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C74 and C148
receptor.loops residues L135 and F158

Robetta fragment ECL2: AGLLGALSLLGPPPAPPPAPARCSVLAGGLGPFRPLWALLAF

Top ten loop models: gpr62_6cm4_t10.mdb
GPR62_6CM4
Models
GPR62_A_C_0090
GPR62_B_C_0044
GPR62_B_C_0067
GPR62_A_C_0089
GPR62_A_C_0050
GPR62_A_C_0088
GPR62_B_C_0114
GPR62_B_C_0117
GPR62_B_C_0049
GPR62_B_C_0052
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GPR62_6CM4 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR62_6CM4
Filename
gpr62_6cm4_alignment.moe
gpr62_6cm4_hm.mdb
GPR62.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR62_6CM4_PDBs.zip
gpr62_6cm4_pdbs.mdb
gpr62_6cm4_scores.mdb
gpr62_6cm4_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr62_6cm4_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr62_6cm4_pdbs.mdb and
gpr62_6cm4_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr62_6cm4_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR62_A.pdb (or any)
GPR62_9.txt
GPR62_3.txt
8NU.sdf
8NU.params
8NU_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8NU.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
L135 & F158
Input file for disulfide bond. C74 & C148
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR62. Template: DRD2; 6VMS (Active). CoINPocket Score: 0.672885. Sequence Identity: 15.20%

GPR62&DRD2 alignment: gpr62_6vms_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr62_6cm4_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C77 and C151
receptor.loops residues S136 and G159

Robetta fragment ECL2: AAAGLLGALSLLGPPPAPPPAPARCSVLAGGLGPFRPLWALL

GPR62_6VMS Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR62_6VMS
Filename
GPR62_6VMS_alignment.moe
gpr62_6vms_hm.mdb
GPR62_6VMS.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models) All coding complete.
Filename
GPR62_6VMS_A.pdb (or any)
GPR62_6VMS_9.txt
GPR62_6VMS_3.txt
08Y.sdf
08Y.params
08Y_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 08Y.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
S136 & G159
Input file for disulfide bond. C77 & C151
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GPR150. Template: ADRB1; 6H7N (Active). CoINPocket Score: 0.516179. Sequence Identity: 11.50%

GPR150&ADRB1 alignment: gpr150_6h7n_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr150_6h7n_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C82 and C177
receptor.loops residues A140 and Q190

Robetta fragment ECL2:
LALLLALPPAFVVRGDSPSPLPPPPPPTSLQPGAPPAARAWPGERRCHGIFAPLPRWHLQVY
AFYEAVA

Top ten loop models: gpr150_6h7n_t10.mdb
GPR150_6H7N Models
GPR150_6H7N_A_C_0032
GPR150_6H7N_C_C_0008
GPR150_6H7N_B_C_0030
GPR150_6H7N_D_C_0010
GPR150_6H7N_B_C_0014
GPR150_6H7N_B_C_0019
GPR150_6H7N_D_C_0001
GPR150_6H7N_D_C_0024
GPR150_6H7N_B_C_0035
GPR150_6H7N_A_C_0021
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GPR150_6H7N Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR150_6H7N
Filename
gpr150_6h7n_alignment.moe
gpr150_6h7n_hm.mdb
GPR150_6H7N.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “G”
GPR150_6H7N_PDBs.zip
gpr150_6h7n_pdbs.mdb
gpr150_6h7n_scores.mdb
gpr150_6h7n_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr150_6h7n_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr150_6h7n_pdbs.mdb and
gpr150_6h7n_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr150_6h7n_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “G” contents
Filename
GPR150_6H7N_A.pdb (or any)
GPR150_6H7N_9.txt
GPR150_6H7N_3.txt
FVK.sdf
FVK.params
FVK_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from FVK.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
A140 & Q190
Input file for disulfide bond. C82 & C177
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR150. Template: ADRB1; 4BVN (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 0.516179. Sequence Identity:
11.30%

GPR150&ADRB1 alignment: gpr150_4bvn_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr150_4bvn_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C91 and C186
receptor.loops residues F150 and Q199

Robetta fragment ECL2:
ALLLALPPAFVVRGDSPSPLPPPPPPTSLQPGAPPAARAWPGERRCHGIFAPLPRWHLQVYA
FYEAVA

Top ten loop models: gpr150_4bvn_t10.mdb
GPR150_4BVN Models
GPR150_4BVN_B_C_0005
GPR150_4BVN_A_C_0040
GPR150_4BVN_C_C_0033
GPR150_4BVN_C_C_0035
GPR150_4BVN_C_C_0036
GPR150_4BVN_C_C_0021
GPR150_4BVN_E_C_0023
GPR150_4BVN_F_C_0001
GPR150_4BVN_B_C_0003
GPR150_4BVN_F_C_0012
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GPR150_4BVN Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR150_4BVN
Filename
gpr150_4bvn_alignment.moe
gpr150_4bvn_hm.mdb
GPR150_4BVN.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “F”
GPR150_4BVN_PDBs.zip
gpr150_4bvn_pdbs.mdb
gpr150_4bvn_scores.mdb
gpr150_4bvn_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr150_4bvn_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr150_4bvn_pdbs.mdb and
gpr150_4bvn_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr150_4bvn_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “F” contents
Filename
GPR150_4BVN_A.pdb (or any)
GPR150_4BVN_9.txt
GPR150_4BVN_3.txt
P32.sdf
P32.params
P32_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from P32.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
F150 & Q199
Input file for disulfide bond. C91 & C186
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR153. Template: P2Y1; 4XNV (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 0.435862. Sequence Identity:
6.40%

GPR153&P2Y1 alignment: GPR153_4XNV_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr153_4xnv_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C83 and C161
receptor.loops residues G148 and G169

Robetta fragment ECL2: FILSALPAVGWHDTSERFYTHGCRFIVAEIGLGFGVCFLL

Top ten loop models: gpr153_4xnv_t10.mdb
GPR153_4XNV Models
GPR153_4XNV_A_C_0026
GPR153_4XNV_B_C_0103
GPR153_4XNV_B_C_0033
GPR153_4XNV_B_C_0120
GPR153_4XNV_B_C_0049
GPR153_4XNV_B_C_0042
GPR153_4XNV_B_C_0107
GPR153_4XNV_B_C_0087
GPR153_4XNV_A_C_0010
GPR153_4XNV_A_C_0001
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GPR153_4XNV Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR153_4XNV
Filename
GPR153_4XNV_alignment.moe
gpr153_4xnv_hm.mdb
GPR153_4XNV.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR153_4XNV_PDBs.zip
gpr153_4xnv_pdbs.mdb
gpr153_4xnv_scores.mdb
gpr153_4xnv_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr153_4xnv_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr153_4xnv_pdbs.mdb and
gpr153_4xnv_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr153_4xnv_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR153_4XNV_A.pdb (or B)
GPR153_9.txt
GPR153_3.txt
BUR.sdf
BUR.params
BUR_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from BUR.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
G148 & G169
Input file for disulfide bond. C83 & C161
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR153. Template: P2Y1; 4XNW (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 0.435862. Sequence Identity:
6.40%

GPR153&P2Y1 alignment: GPR153_4XNW_alignment.moe Homology models: gpr153_4xnw_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C83 and C161
receptor.loops residues G148 and G169

Robetta fragment ECL2: FILSALPAVGWHDTSERFYTHGCRFIVAEIGLGFGVCFLL

Top ten loop models: gpr153_4xnw_t10.mdb
GPR153_4XNW Models
GPR153_4XNW_A_C_0091
GPR153_4XNW_A_C_0011
GPR153_4XNW_A_C_0029
GPR153_4XNW_B_C_0015
GPR153_4XNW_A_C_0020
GPR153_4XNW_A_C_0019
GPR153_4XNW_A_C_0058
GPR153_4XNW_A_C_0073
GPR153_4XNW_A_C_0033
GPR153_4XNW_B_C_0108
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GPR153_4XNW Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > GPR153_4XNW
Filename
GPR153_4XNW_alignment.moe
gpr153_4xnw_hm.mdb
GPR153_4XNW.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR153_4XNW_PDBs.zip
gpr153_4xnw_pdbs.mdb
gpr153_4xnw_scores.mdb
gpr153_4xnw_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr153_4xnw_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr153_4xnw_pdbs.mdb and
gpr153_4xnw_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr153_4xnw_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR153_4XNW_A.pdb (or B)
GPR153_9.txt
GPR153_3.txt
2ID.sdf
2ID.params
2ID_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 2ID.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
G148 & G169
Input file for disulfide bond. C83 & C161
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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MRGPRG. Template: DRD4; 5WIU (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 0.125925. Sequence Identity:
13.90%

MRGPRG&DRD4 alignment: MRGPRG_5WIU_alignment.moe Homology models:
mrgprg_5wiu_hm.mdb
No disulfide constraint; generated 1000 loop
models
receptor.loops residues N131 and C145

Robetta fragment ECL2: TLPAVPLPANACGLLRNSACPLVCPRYHVASVT

Top ten loop models: mrgprg_t10.mdb
MRGPRG Models
MRGPRG_E_C_0010
MRGPRG_J_C_0070
MRGPRG_G_C_0035
MRGPRG_H_C_0047
MRGPRG_J_C_0043
MRGPRG_I_C_0024
MRGPRG_B_C_0123
MRGPRG_J_C_0102
MRGPRG_A_C_0017
MRGPRG_B_C_0102
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MRGPRG Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > MRGPRG
Filename
MRGPRG_5WIU_alignment.moe
mrgprg_5wiu_hm.mdb
MRGPRG.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “K”
MRGPRG_PDBs.zip
mrgprg_pdbs.mdb
mrgprg_scores.mdb
mrgprg_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
mrgprg_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of mrgprg_pdbs.mdb and
mrgprg_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
mrgprg_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “K” contents
Filename
MRGPRG_A.pdb (or any)
MRGPRG_9.txt
MRGPRG_3.txt
AQD.sdf
AQD.params
AQD_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from AQD.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
N131 & C145
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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MRGPRF. Template: CCR5; 4MBS (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: -0.119338. Sequence Identity:
12.80%

MRGPRF&CCR5 alignment: MRGPRF_4MBS_alignment.moe
mrgprf_4mbs_hm.mdb

Homology models:

No disulfide constraint; generated 1000 loop
models
receptor.loops residues F149 and A161

Robetta fragment ECL2: LLVTCLHNYFCVFLGRGAPGAACRHMDIFLG

Top ten loop models: mrgprf_t10.mdb
MRGPRF Models
MRGPRF_A_C_0121
MRGPRF_G_C_0069
MRGPRF_E_C_0103
MRGPRF_G_C_0109
MRGPRF_F_C_0075
MRGPRF_A_C_0009
MRGPRF_B_C_0047
MRGPRF_B_C_0078
MRGPRF_C_C_0012
MRGPRF_A_C_0124
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MRGPRF Files: OrphanGPCR > Tdark > MRGPRF
Filename
MRGPRF_4MBS_alignment.moe
mrgprf_4mbs_hm.mdb
MRGPRF.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “H”
MRGPRF_PDBs.zip
mrgprf_pdbs.mdb
mrgprf_scores.mdb
mrgprf_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
mrgprf_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of mrgprf_pdbs.mdb and
mrgprf_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
mrgprf_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “H” contents
Filename
MRGPRF_A.pdb (or any)
MRGPRF_9.txt
MRGPRF_3.txt
MRV.sdf
MRV.params
MRV_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from MRV.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
F149 & A161
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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Appendix C: Tbio Receptors Table of Contents
Tbio
Targets

GenBank ID
#[48]

Template: PDB[7]

CoINPocket
Score

G
protein

Modeling Steps

GPR61
GPR61
TAAR2
TAAR2
GPR65

EAW56392.1
EAW56392.1
EAW48024.1
EAW48024.1
AAH71715.1

DRD2: 6CM4[95]
DRD2: 6VMS[23]
5HT1B: 6G79[45]

2.48077
2.48077
2.14351
2.14351
2.12966

Gs
Gs

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

NPBWR2
TAAR8

AAH67482.1
AAH69166.1

5HT1B: 5V54[44]
CYSLT2:
6RZ6[91]
OPRD: 4N6H[94]
DRD2: 6CM4

1.98455
1.57183

Gi/o
Gs or
Gi/o
Gs or
Gi/o

TAAR8

AAH69166.1

DRD2: 6VMS

1.57183

GPR85
GPR19
GPR45
GPR31

EAW83476.1
AAI50600.1
EAX01766.1
EAW47505.1

1.49056
1.41908
1.32953
1.18989

GPR135
GPR135
GPR151
GPR26
GPR26
GPR78
GPR78
GPR152
GPR152
GPR101
GPR101
MRGPRE

AAP72127.1
AAP72127.1
EAW61839.2
NP_703143.1
NP_703143.1
AAH69813.1
AAH69813.1
AAI22870.1
AAI22870.1
AAH69439.1
AAH69439.1
AAI04890.1

MRGPRE

AAI04890.1

GPR37L1

AAH50334.1

GPR160
GPR162

AAH00181.1
NP_062832.1

DRD4: 5WIU[93]
DRD3: 3PBL[101]
P2Y12: 4PXZ[90]
SUCNR:
6RNK[102]
OPSD: 6FK6[103]
OPSD: 1U19[17]
SUCNR: 6RNK
DRD2: 6CM4
DRD2: 6VMS
DRD2: 6CM4
DRD2: 6VMS
NTR1: 5T04[104]
NTR1: 4GRV[105]
M2: 4MQS[74]
M2: 5ZKC[75]
FFAR1:
5TZR[106]
FFAR1:
5KW2[107]
OX2R:
5WQC[108]
GHSR: 6RZ6[91]
PAR2: 5NDD[109]

1.10183
1.10183
1.09883
1.09515
1.09515
0.976127
0.976127
0.970601
0.970601
0.968171
0.968171
0.747314

Gs

Gi/o

Gi/o
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Gs
Gs

0.747314
0.661203
0.506404
0.216684

Check marks indicate completed modeling steps.
1a- template and target alignment
2b- homology model construction
3c- disulfide bond measurement
4d- disulfide bond construction of top ten scored model
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Gi/o

1

a

2

b

3

c

4

Page
d

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓
✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓
✓ ✓

138
140
141
142
144
146
148

✓ ✓

149

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

150
151
153
155

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓ ✓
✓ ✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓ n/a

157
159
161
163
165
166
167
168
170
172
173
174

✓ ✓

✓ n/a

176

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

178

✓ ✓

180
181

✓ ✓
✓ ✓

✓ ✓
✓ ✓

Tbio Receptors Loop Modeling Residues
*Numbering based off the lowest scored local homology modeled PDB sequence renumbered
starting with the first residue numbered as 1.

receptor.loops

disulf.cst

Receptor

Anchor1 Anchor2 Cys1

Cys2

GPR61_6CM4
GPR61_6VMS
TAAR2_6G79
TAAR2_5V54
GPR65_CYSLT2
NPBWR2
TAAR8_6CM4
TAAR8_6VMC
GPR85_5WIU
GPR19_3PBL
GPR45_4PXZ
GPR31_SUCNR
GPR135_6FK6
GPR135_1U19
GPR151_SUCNR
GPR26_6VMS
GPR26_6CM4
GPR78_6VMS
GPR78_6CM4
GPR152_5T04
GPR152_4GRV
GPR101_5ZKC
GPR101_4MQS
MRGPRE_5TZR
MRGPRE_5KW2
GPR37L1_5WQC
GPR160_6KO5
GPR162_5NDD

R139
P138
V133
F135
E148
A154
T138
V138
Y143
F133
G146
S152
L181
L181
S153
L140
A138
G141
C139
F162
F153
W147
W144
C142
C141
L155
I144
G155

C153
C156
C156
C156
C166
C166
C158
C161
C152
C143
C159
C161
C197
C197
C164
C157
C154
C154
C151
C175
C166
C159
C156
N/A
N/A
C172
C158
C168

L165
Q167
K162
K162
P171
P173
S163
S166
Q199
T154
D169
G170
G209
G209
E173
F167
V166
F167
A166
E182
E173
S168
P164
R155
L152
Y185
Q165
G176

C73
C76
C71
C71
C83
C86
C73
C76
C74
C71
C84
C86
C119
C119
C88
C77
C74
C77
C74
C97
C88
C81
C78
N/A
N/A
C89
C79
C90
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GPR61. Template: DRD2; 6CM4 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 2.48077. Sequence Identity: 14.40%

GPR61&DRD2 alignment: GPR61_6cm4_alignment.mo

Homology models: gpr61_6cm4_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C73 and C153
receptor.loops residues R139 and L165

Robetta fragment ECL2: AMASVPVLGRVSWEEGAPSVPPGCSLQWSHSAYCQLFVVVFAVLY

Top ten loop models: gpr61_6cm4_t10.mdb
GPR61_6CM4
Models
GPR61_A_C_0072
GPR61_A_C_0085
GPR61_A_C_0008
GPR61_B_C_0107
GPR61_A_C_0035
GPR61_A_C_0087
GPR61_A_C_0002
GPR61_A_C_0011
GPR61_B_C_0103
GPR61_B_C_0113
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GPR61_6CM4 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR61_6CM4
Filename
GPR61_6cm4_alignment.moe
gpr61_6cm4_hm.mdb
GPR61.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “C”
GPR61_6CM4_PDBs.zip
gpr61_6cm4_pdbs.mdb
gpr61_6cm4_scores.mdb
gpr61_6cm4_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr61_6cm4_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr61_6cm4_pdbs.mdb and
gpr61_6cm4_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr61_6cm4_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “C” contents
Filename
GPR61_A.pdb (or any)
GPR61_6CM4_9.txt
GPR61_6CM4_3.txt
8NU.sdf
8NU.params
8NU_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8NU.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
R139 & L165
Input file for disulfide bond. C73 & C153
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR61. Template: DRD2; 6VMS (Active). CoINPocket Score: 2.48077. Sequence Identity: 14.60%

GPR61&DRD2 alignment: GPR61_6vms_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr61_6VMS_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C76 and C156
receptor.loops residues P138 and Q167

Robetta fragment ECL2:
VKALAMASVPVLGRVSWEEGAPSVPPGCSLQWSHSAYCQLFVVVFAVL

GPR61_6VMS Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR61_6VMS
Filename
GPR61_6VMS_alignment.moe
gpr61_6vms_hm.mdb
gpr61_6vms.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models)
Filename
GPR61_6VMS_A.pdb (or any)
GPR61_6VMS_9.txt
GPR61_6VMS_3.txt
08Y.sdf
08Y.params
08Y_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 08Y.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
P138 & Q167
Input file for disulfide bond. C76 & C156
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TAAR2. Template: 5HT1B; 6G79 (Active). CoINPocket Score: 2.14351. Sequence Identity: 27.50%

TAAR2&5HT1B alignment: TAAR2_6G79_alignment.moe

Homology models: taar2_6g79_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C71 and C156
receptor.loops residues V133 and K162

Robetta fragment ECL2: SVPGAFAFGVVFSEAYADGIEGYDILVACSSSCPVMFNKLWGTTLFMA

TAAR2_6G79 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > TAAR2_6G79
Filename
TAAR2_6G79_alignment.moe
taar2_6g79_hm.mdb
taar2_6g79.pdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
Contain loop modeling files
Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models)
Filename
TAAR2_6G79_A.pdb (or any)
TAAR2_6G79_9.txt
TAAR2_6G79_3.txt
EP5.sdf
EP5.params
EP5_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from EP5.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
V133 & K162
Input file for disulfide bond. C71 & C156
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TAAR2. Template: 5HT1B; 5V54 (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 2.14351. Sequence Identity:
26.50%

TAAR2&5HT1B alignment: TAAR2_5V54_alignment.moe

Homology models: taar2_5v54_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C71 and C156

receptor.loops residues F135 and K162

Robetta fragment ECL2: PGAFAFGVVFSEAYADGIEGYDILVACSSSCPVMFNKLWGTTLFMA

Top ten loop models: taar2_5v54_t10.mdb
TAAR2_5V54 Models
TAAR2_5V54_A_C_0019
TAAR2_5V54_B_C_0111
TAAR2_5V54_B_C_0061
TAAR2_5V54_A_C_0121
TAAR2_5V54_A_C_0058
TAAR2_5V54_B_C_0072
TAAR2_5V54_B_C_0073
TAAR2_5V54_B_C_0031
TAAR2_5V54_B_C_0071
TAAR2_5V54_B_C_0104
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TAAR2_5V54 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > TAAR2_5V54
Filename
TAAR2_5V54_alignment.moe
taar2_5v54_hm.mdb
TAAR2_5V54.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
TAAR2_5V54_PDBs.zip
taar2_5v54_pdbs.mdb
taar2_5v54_scores.mdb
taar2_5v54_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
taar2_5v54_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of taar2_5v54_pdbs.mdb and
taar2_5v54_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
taar2_5v54_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
TAAR2_5V54_A.pdb (or B)
TAAR2_5V54_9.txt
TAAR2_5V54_3.txt
89F.sdf
89F.params
89F_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 89F.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
F135 & K162
Input file for disulfide bond. C71 & C156
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR65. Template: CYSLT2; 6RZ6 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 2.12966. Sequence Identity: 21.40%

GPR65&CYSLT2 alignment: GPR65_CYSLT2_alignment.moe Homology models:
gpr65_cyslt2_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C83 and C166
receptor.loops residues E148 and P171

Robetta fragment ECL2: TIFNAVMLWEDETVVEYCDAEKSNFTLCYDKYPLEKWQINLN
*Anchor 1 is helical like in model
Top ten loop models: gpr65_t10.mdb
GPR65_CYSLT2 Models
GPR65_CYSLT2_A_C_0121
GPR65_CYSLT2_B_C_0124
GPR65_CYSLT2_A_C_0120
GPR65_CYSLT2_A_C_0057
GPR65_CYSLT2_A_C_0028
GPR65_CYSLT2_A_C_0027
GPR65_CYSLT2_A_C_0071
GPR65_CYSLT2_B_C_0070
GPR65_CYSLT2_B_C_0040
GPR65_CYSLT2_B_C_0025
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GPR65 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR65_CYSLT2
Filename
GPR65_CYSLT2_alignment.moe
gpr65_cyslt2_hm.mdb
GPR65_CYSLT2.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR65_PDBs.zip
gpr65_pdbs.mdb
gpr65_scores.mdb
gpr65_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr65_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr65_pdbs.mdb and
gpr65_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr65_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR65_CYSLT2_A.pdb (or B)
GPR65_9.txt
GPR65_3.txt
KNW.sdf
KNW.params
KNW_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from KNW.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
E148 & P171
Input file for disulfide bond. C83 & C166
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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NPBWR2. Template: OPRD; 4N6H (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.98455. Sequence Identity: 37.20%

NPBWR2&OPRD alignment: NPBWR2_4N6H_alignment.moe Homology models:
npbwr2_4n6h_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C86 and C166
receptor.loops residues A154 and P173
*Additional line in code because ligand EJ4
would not be recognized in loop modeling
process

Robetta fragment ECL2: VLVLPFFSFAGVYSNELQVPSCGLSFPWPEQVWFKASR

Top ten loop models: npbwr2_t10.mdb
NPBWR2 Models
NPBWR2_A_C_0104
NPBWR2_B_C_0077
NPBWR2_A_C_0008
NPBWR2_B_C_0081
NPBWR2_B_C_0004
NPBWR2_B_C_0076
NPBWR2_B_C_0102
NPBWR2_B_C_0047
NPBWR2_A_C_0078
NPBWR2_A_C_0015
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NPBWR2 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > NPBWR2
Filename
NPBWR2_4N6H_alignment.moe
npbwr2_4n6h_hm.mdb
NPBWR2.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
NPBWR2_PDBs.zip
npbwr2_pdbs.mdb
npbwr2_scores.mdb
npbwr2_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
npbwr2_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of npbwr2_pdbs.mdb and
npbwr2_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
npbwr2_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
NPBWR2_A.pdb (or B)
NPBWR2_9.txt
NPBWR2_3.txt
EJ4.sdf
EJ4.params
EJ4_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from EJ4.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
A154 & P173
Input file for disulfide bond. C86 & C166
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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TAAR8. Template: DRD2; 6CM4 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.57183. Sequence Identity: 25.10%

TAAR8&DRD2 alignment: TAAR8_6CM4_alignment.moe

Homology models:
taar8_6cm4_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C73 and C158
receptor.loops residues T138 and S163

Robetta fragment ECL2: LTYSGAVFYTGVNDDGLEELVSALNCVGGCQIIVSQGWVLIDFL

TAAR8_6CM4 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > TAAR8_6CM4
Filename
TAAR8_6CM4_alignment.moe
taar8_6cm4_hm.mdb
TAAR8.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models) All coding complete.
Filename
TAAR8_6CM4_A.pdb (or any)
TAAR8_6CM4_9.txt
TAAR8_6CM4_3.txt
8NU.sdf
8NU.params
8NU_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8NU.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
T138 & S163
Input file for disulfide bond. C73 & C158
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TAAR8. Template: DRD2; 6VMS (Active). CoINPocket Score: 1.57183. Sequence Identity: 25.70%

TAAR8&DRD2 alignment: TAAR8_6VMS_alignment.moe

Homology models: taar8_6vms_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C76 and C161
receptor.loops residues V138 and S166

Robetta fragment ECL2: ILPLTYSGAVFYTGVNDDGLEELVSALNCVGGCQIIVSQGWVLIDFL

TAAR8_6VMS Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > TAAR8_6VMS
Filename
TAAR8_6VMS_alignment.moe
taar8_6vms_hm.mdb
taar8_6vms.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models) All coding complete.
Filename
TAAR8_6VMS_A.pdb (or any)
TAAR8_6VMS_9.txt
TAAR8_6VMS_3.txt
08Y.sdf
08Y.params
08Y_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 08Y.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
V138 & S166
Input file for disulfide bond. C76 & C161
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GPR85. Template: DRD4; 5WIU (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.49056. Sequence Identity: 17.00%

GPR85&DRD$ alignment: GPR85_5WIU_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr85_5wiu_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C74 and C152
receptor.loops residues Y143 and Q199

Robetta fragment ECL2:
FPPVLDVGTYSFIREEDQCTFQHRSFRANDSLGFMLLLALILLATQLVYLKLIFFVHDRRKM
KPVQFVAAVSQNW

GPR85 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR85
Filename
GPR85_5WIU_alignment.moe
gpr85_5wiu_hm.mdb
gpr85.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models)
Filename
GPR85_A.pdb (or any)
GPR85_9.txt
GPR85_3.txt
AQD.sdf
AQD.params
AQD_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from AQD.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
Y143 & Q199
Input file for disulfide bond. C74 & C152
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GPR19. Template: DRD3; 3PBL (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.41908. Sequence Identity: 18.80%

GPR19&DRD3 alignment: GPR19_3PBL_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr19_3pbl_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C71 and C143
receptor.loops residues F133 and T154

Robetta fragment ECL2: DAGFVTPVLFFYGSNWDSHCNYFLPSSWEGTAYTVIHFLV

Top ten loop models: gpr19_t10.mdb
GPR19 Models
GPR19_A_C_0060
GPR19_A_C_0105
GPR19_A_C_0061
GPR19_B_C_0024
GPR19_B_C_0105
GPR19_B_C_0018
GPR19_B_C_0044
GPR19_B_C_0028
GPR19_A_C_0042
GPR19_B_C_0040
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GPR19 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR19
Filename
GPR19_3PBL_alignment.moe
gpr19_3pbl_hm.mdb
GPR19.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR19_PDBs.zip
gpr19_pdbs.mdb
gpr19_scores.mdb
gpr19_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr19_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr19_pdbs.mdb and
gpr19_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr19_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR19_A.pdb (or B)
GPR19_3PBL_9.txt
GPR19_3PBL_3.txt
ETQ.sdf
ETQ.params
ETQ_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from ETQ.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
F133 & T154
Input file for disulfide bond. C71 & C143
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR45. Template: P2Y12; 4PXZ (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 1.32953. Sequence Identity:
14.50%

GPR45&P2Y12 alignment: GPR45_P2Y12_alignment.moe Homology models: gpr45_p2y12_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C84 and C159
receptor.loops residues G146 and D169

Robetta fragment ECL2: FCIAGPSLTGWTLVEVPARAPQCVLGYTELPADRAYVVTLVV

Top ten loop models: gpr45_t10.mdb
GPR45 Models
GPR45_B_C_0119
GPR45_B_C_0093
GPR45_A_C_0023
GPR45_A_C_0031
GPR45_B_C_0043
GPR45_B_C_0097
GPR45_B_C_0029
GPR45_B_C_0048
GPR45_A_C_0002
GPR45_B_C_0031
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GPR45 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR45
Filename
GPR45_P2Y12_alignment.moe
gpr45_p2y12_hm.mdb
GPR45.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR45_PDBs.zip
gpr45_pdbs.mdb
gpr45_scores.mdb
gpr45_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr45_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr45_pdbs.mdb and
gpr45_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr45_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR45_A.pdb (or B)
GPR45_9.txt
GPR45_3.txt
6AD.sdf
6AD.params
6AD_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 6AD.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
G146 & D169
Input file for disulfide bond. C84 & C159
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR31. Template: SUCNR; 6RNK (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.18989. Sequence Identity: 22.90%

GPR31&SUCNR alignment: GPR31_SUCNR_alignment.moe Homology models: gpr31_sucnr_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C86 and C161
receptor.loops residues S152 and G170

Robetta fragment ECL2: ALTCPGLLISEAAQNSTRCHSFYSRADGSFSIIWQEA

Top ten loop models: gpr31_t10.mdb
GPR31 Models
gpr31s_B_C_0113
gpr31s_A_C_0123
gpr31s_A_C_0122
gpr31s_A_C_0039
gpr31s_A_C_0082
gpr31s_B_C_0116
gpr31s_A_C_0060
gpr31s_A_C_0078
gpr31s_A_C_0054
gpr31s_B_C_0029
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GPR31 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR31_SUCNR
Filename
GPR31_SUCNR_alignment.moe
gpr31_sucnr_hm.mdb
GPR31_SUCNR.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR31_PDBs.zip
gpr31_pdbs.mdb
gpr31_scores.mdb
gpr31_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr31_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr31_pdbs.mdb and
gpr31_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr31_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR31_SUCNR_A.pdb (or B)
GPR31_SUCNR _9.txt
GPR31_SUCNR _3.txt
KAZ.sdf
KAZ.params
KAZ_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from KAZ.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
S152 & G170
Input file for disulfide bond. C86 & C161
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR135. Template: OPSD; 6FK6 (Active). CoINPocket Score: 1.10183. Sequence Identity: 12.80%

GPR135&OPSD alignment: GPR135_6FK6_alignment.moe

Homology models:
gpr135_6fk6_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C119 and C197
receptor.loops residues L181 and G209

Robetta fragment ECL2: ALGFSLPWELLGAPRELAAAQSFHGCLYRTSPDPAQLGAAFSVGLVV

Top ten loop models: gpr135_6fk6_t10.mdb
GPR135_6FK6 Models
GPR135_6FK6_A_C_0018
GPR135_6FK6_C_C_0061
GPR135_6FK6_B_C_0026
GPR135_6FK6_A_C_0050
GPR135_6FK6_A_C_0069
GPR135_6FK6_A_C_0031
GPR135_6FK6_C_C_0007
GPR135_6FK6_A_C_0086
GPR135_6FK6_A_C_0027
GPR135_6FK6_C_C_0032
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GPR135_6FK6 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR135_6FK6
Filename
GPR135_6FK6 _alignment.moe
gpr135_6fk6_hm.mdb
GPR135_6FK6.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “C”
GPR135_6FK6_PDBs.zip
gpr135_6fk6_pdbs.mdb
gpr135_6fk6_scores.mdb
gpr135_6fk6_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr135_6fk6_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr135_6fk6_pdbs.mdb and
gpr135_6fk6_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr135_6fk6_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “C” contents
Filename
GPR135_6FK6_A.pdb (or any)
GPR135_6FK6 _9.txt
GPR135_6FK6_3.txt
DOK.sdf
DOK.params
DOK_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from DOK.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
L181 & G209
Input file for disulfide bond. C119 & C197
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR135. Template: OPSD; 1U19 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.10183. Sequence Identity: 12.60%

GPR135&OPSD alignment: GPR135_1U19_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr135_1u19_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C119 and C197
receptor.loops residues L181 and G209

Robetta fragment ECL2: ALGFSLPWELLGAPRELAAAQSFHGCLYRTSPDPAQLGAAFSVGLVV

Top ten loop models: gpr135_1u19_t10.mdb
GPR135_1U19 Models
GPR135_1U19_B_C_0069
GPR135_1U19_C_C_0069
GPR135_1U19_A_C_0054
GPR135_1U19_C_C_0031
GPR135_1U19_C_C_0021
GPR135_1U19_C_C_0050
GPR135_1U19_B_C_0074
GPR135_1U19_A_C_0037
GPR135_1U19_A_C_0026
GPR135_1U19_B_C_0036
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GPR135_1U19 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR135_1U19
Filename
GPR135_1U19 _alignment.moe
gpr135_1u19_hm.mdb
GPR135_1U19.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “C”
GPR135_1U19_PDBs.zip
gpr135_1u19_pdbs.mdb
gpr135_1u19_scores.mdb
gpr135_1u19_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr135_1u19_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr135_1u19_pdbs.mdb and
gpr135_1u19_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr135_1u19_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “C” contents
Filename
GPR135_1U19_A.pdb (or any)
GPR135_1U19 _9.txt
GPR135_1U19_3.txt
RET.sdf
RET.params
RET_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from RET.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
L181 & G209
Input file for disulfide bond. C119 & C197
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR151. Template: SUCNR; 6RNK (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.09883. Sequence Identity: 12.40%

GPR151&SUCNR alignment: GPR151_SUCNR_alignment.moe Homology models:
gpr151_sucnr_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C88 and C164
receptor.loops residues S153 and E173

Robetta fragment ECL2: LLPLPEWFFSTIRHHEGVEMCLVDVPAVAEEFMSMFG

Top ten loop models: gpr151_sucnr_t10.mdb
GPR151 Models
gpr151_sucnr_A_C_0120
gpr151_sucnr_B_C_0035
gpr151_sucnr_A_C_0070
gpr151_sucnr_B_C_0039
gpr151_sucnr_A_C_0046
gpr151_sucnr_A_C_0005
gpr151_sucnr_B_C_0029
gpr151_sucnr_B_C_0110
gpr151_sucnr_A_C_0096
gpr151_sucnr_B_C_0061
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GPR151_SUCNR Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR151_SUCNR
Filename
GPR151_SUCNR _alignment.moe
gpr151_sucnr_hm.mdb
gpr151_sucnr.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR151_PDBs.zip
gpr151_pdbs.mdb
gpr151_scores.mdb
gpr151_loopsscored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr151_sucnr_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr151_sucnr_pdbs.mdb and
gpr151_sucnr_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr151_sucnr_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR151_SUCNR_A.pdb (or B)
GPR151_SUCNR _9.txt
GPR151_SUCNR_3.txt
KAZ.sdf
KAZ.params
KAZ_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or B)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from KAZ.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
S153 & E173
Input file for disulfide bond. C88 & C164
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR26. Template: DRD2; 6CM4 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 1.09515. Sequence Identity: 18.40%

GPR26&DRD2 alignment: GPR26_6CM4_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr26_6cm4_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C74 and C154
receptor.loops residues A138 and V166

Robetta fragment ECL2:
ALTFPAAALALSWLGFHQLYASCTLCSRRPDERLRFAVFTGAFHALS

Top ten loop models: gpr26_6cm4_t10.mdb
GPR26_6CM4
Models
GPR26_B_C_0062
GPR26_B_C_0033
GPR26_B_C_0054
GPR26_B_C_0055
GPR26_A_C_0036
GPR26_B_C_0025
GPR26_B_C_0076
GPR26_B_C_0008
GPR26_A_C_0037
GPR26_B_C_0066
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GPR26_6CM4 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR26_6CM4
Filename
GPR26_6cm4_alignment.moe
gpr26_6cm4_hm.mdb
GPR26.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “D”
GPR26_6CM4_PDBs.zip
gpr26_6cm4_pdbs.mdb
gpr26_6cm4_scores.mdb
gpr26_6cm4_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr26_6cm4_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr26_6cm4_pdbs.mdb and
gpr26_6cm4_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr26_6cm4_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “D” contents
Filename
GPR26_A.pdb (or any)
GPR26_6CM4_9.txt
GPR26_6CM4_3.txt
8NU.sdf
8NU.params
8NU_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8NU.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
A138 & V166
Input file for disulfide bond. C74 & C154
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR26. Template: DRD2; 6VMS (Active). CoINPocket Score: 1.09515. Sequence Identity: 18.10%

GPR26&DRD2 alignment: GPR26_6VMS_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr26_6vms_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C77 and C157
receptor.loops residues L140 and F167

Robetta fragment ECL2: HALTFPAAALALSWLGFHQLYASCTLCSRRPDERLRFAVFTGAFHA

GPR26_6VMS Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR26_6VMS
Filename
GPR26_6VMS_alignment.moe
gpr26_6vms_hm.mdb
GPR26_6VMS.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models) All coding complete.
Filename
GPR26_6VMS_A.pdb (or any)
GPR26_6VMS_9.txt
GPR26_6VMS_3.txt
08Y.sdf
08Y.params
08Y_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 08Y.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
L140 & F167
Input file for disulfide bond. C77 & C157
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GPR78. Template: DRD2; 6CM4 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 0.976127. Sequence Identity: 17.60%

GPR78&DRD2 alignment: GPR78_6CM4_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr78_6cm4_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C74 and C151
receptor.loops residues G138 and A166

Robetta fragment ECL2:
LAFSGAALGCSWLGYSSAFASCSLRLPPEPERPRFAAFTATLHAVGFVL

GPR78_6CM4 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR78_6CM4
Filename
GPR78_6CM4_alignment.moe
gpr78_6cm4_hm.mdb
GPR78_6CM4.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models). All coding complete.
Filename
GPR78_6CM4_A.pdb (or any)
GPR78_6CM4_9.txt
GPR78_6CM4_3.txt
8NU.sdf
8NU.params
8NU_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8NU.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
G138 & A166
Input file for disulfide bond. C74 & C151
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GPR78. Template: DRD2; 6VMS (Active). CoINPocket Score: 0.976127. Sequence Identity: 17.40%

GPR78&DRD2 alignment: GPR78_6VMS_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr78_6vms_t10.mdb
disulf.cst residues C77 and C154
receptor.loops residues G141 and F167

Robetta fragment ECL2: SLAFSGAALGCSWLGYSSAFASCSLRLPPEPERPRFAAFTATLHA

GPR78_6VMS Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR78_6VMS
Filename
GPR78_6VMS_alignment.moe
gpr78_6vms_hm.mdb
gpr78_6vms.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models)
Filename
GPR78_6VMS_A.pdb (or any)
GPR78_6VMS_9.txt
GPR78_6VMS_3.txt
08Y.sdf
08Y.params
08Y_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 08Y.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
G141 & F167
Input file for disulfide bond. C77 & C154
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GPR152. Template: NTR1; 5T04 (Active). CoINPocket Score: 0.970601. Sequence Identity: 14.00%

GPR152&NTR1 alignment: GPR152_5T04_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr152_5t04_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C97 and C175
receptor.loops residues F162 and E182

Robetta fragment ECL2: TLFSVPWLVFPEAAVWWYDLVICLDFWDSEELSLRMLEV

Top ten loop models: gpr152_5t04_hm.mdb
GPR152_5T04 Models
GPR152_5T04_B_C_0043
GPR152_5T04_A_C_0053
GPR152_5T04_A_C_0009
GPR152_5T04_C_C_0040
GPR152_5T04_C_C_0110
GPR152_5T04_B_C_0015
GPR152_5T04_C_C_0068
GPR152_5T04_C_C_0027
GPR152_5T04_C_C_0131
GPR152_5T04_C_C_0128
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GPR152_5T04 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR152_5T04
Filename
GPR152_5T04_alignment.moe
gpr152_5t04_hm.mdb
GPR152_5T04.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “C”
GPR152_5T04_PDBs.zip
gpr152_5t04_pdbs.mdb
gpr152_5t04_scores.mdb
gpr152_5t04_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr152_5t04_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr152_5t04_pdbs.mdb and
gpr152_5t04_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr152_5t04_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “C” contents
Filename
GPR152_5T04_A.pdb (or any)
GPR152_5T04_9.txt
GPR152_5T04_3.txt
NEU.sdf
NEU.params
NEU_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from NEU.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
F162 & E182
Input file for disulfide bond. C97 & C175
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR152. Template: NTR1; 4GRV (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 0.970601. Sequence Identity: 14.00%

GPR152&NTR1 alignment: GPR151_4GRV_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr152_4grv_hm.mdb

disulf.cst residues C88 and C166
receptor.loops residues F153 and E173

Robetta fragment ECL2: TLFSVPWLVFPEAAVWWYDLVICLDFWDSEELSLRMLEV

Top ten loop models: gpr152_4grv_t10.mdb
GPR152_4GRV Models
GPR152_4GRV_C_C_0092
GPR152_4GRV_B_C_0008
GPR152_4GRV_C_C_0035
GPR152_4GRV_B_C_0057
GPR152_4GRV_C_C_0051
GPR152_4GRV_C_C_0040
GPR152_4GRV_A_C_0046
GPR152_4GRV_C_C_0095
GPR152_4GRV_B_C_0007
GPR152_4GRV_C_C_0037
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GPR152_4GRV Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR152_4GRV
Filename
GPR152_4GRV_alignment.moe
gpr152_4grv_hm.mdb
GPR152_4GRV.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “C”
GPR152_4GRV_PDBs.zip
gpr152_4grv_pdbs.mdb
gpr152_4grv_scores.mdb
gpr152_4grv_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr152_4grv_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr152_4grv_pdbs.mdb and
gpr152_4grv_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr152_4grv_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “C” contents
Filename
GPR152_4GRV_A.pdb (or any)
GPR152_4GRV_9.txt
GPR152_4GRV_3.txt
NEU.sdf
NEU.params
NEU_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from NEU.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
F153 & E173
Input file for disulfide bond. C88 & C166
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR101. Template: M2; 4MQS (Active). CoINPocket Score: 0.968171. Sequence Identity: 12.40%

GPR101&M2 alignment: GPR101_4MQS_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr101_4mqs_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C78 and C156
receptor.loops residues W144 and P164

Robetta fragment ECL2: LQSTPPLYGWGQAAFDERNALCSMIWGASPSYTILSVVS

GPR101_4MQS Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR101_4MQS
Filename
GPR101_4MQS_alignment.moe
gpr101_4mqs_hm.mdb
GPR101_4MQS.pdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
Contain loop modeling files
Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models). All coding complete.
Filename
GPR101_4MQS_A.pdb (or any)
GPR101_4MQS_9.txt
GPR101_4MQS_3.txt
IXO.sdf
IXO.params
IXO_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from IXO.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
W144 & P164
Input file for disulfide bond. C78 & C156
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GPR101. Template: M2; 5ZKC (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 0.968171. Sequence Identity: 11.60%

GPR101&M2 alignment: GPR101_5ZKC_alignment.moe

Homology models: gpr101_5zkc_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C81 and C159
receptor.loops residues W147 and S168

Robetta fragment ECL2: LQSTPPLYGWGQAAFDERNALCSMIWGASPSYTILSVVSF

GPR101_5ZKC Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR101_5ZKC
Filename
GPR101_5ZKC_alignment.moe
gpr101_5zkc_hm.mdb
GPR101_5ZKC.pdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
Contain loop modeling files
Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models). All coding complete.
Filename
GPR101_5ZKC_A.pdb (or any)
GPR101_5ZKC_9.txt
GPR101_5ZKC_3.txt
3C0.sdf
3C0.params
3C0_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 3C0.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
W147 & S168
Input file for disulfide bond. C81 & C159
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MRGPRE. Template: FFAR1; 5TZR (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 0.747314. Sequence Identity:

17.40%

MRGPRE&FFAR1 alignment: MRGPRE_5TZR_alignment.moe Homology models:
mrgpre_5tzr_hm.mdb
No disulfide constraint; generated 1000
loop models
receptor.loops residues C142 and R155

Robetta fragment ECL2: LLHLLLSGACTQFFGEPSRHLCRTLWLVAAVL

Top ten loop models: mrgpre_5tzr_t10.mdb
MRGPRE_5TZR Models
MRGPRE_5TZR_C_C_0119
MRGPRE_5TZR_B_C_0006
MRGPRE_5TZR_D_C_0108
MRGPRE_5TZR_E_C_0007
MRGPRE_5TZR_G_C_0043
MRGPRE_5TZR_F_C_0020
MRGPRE_5TZR_E_C_0123
MRGPRE_5TZR_H_C_0034
MRGPRE_5TZR_B_C_0071
MRGPRE_5TZR_E_C_0075
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MRGPRE_5TZR Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > MRGPRE_5TZR
Filename
MRGPRE_5TZR_alignment.moe
mrgpre_5tzr_hm.mdb
MRGPRE_5TZR.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “H”
MRGPRE_5TZR_PDBs.zip
mrgpre_5tzr_pdbs.mdb
mrgpre_5tzr_scores.mdb
mrgpre_5tzr_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
mrgpre_5tzr_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of mrgpre_5tzr_pdbs.mdb and
mrgpre_5tzr_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
mrgpre_5tzr_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “H” contents
Filename
MRGPRE_5TZR_A.pdb (or any)
MRGPRE_5TZR_9.txt
MRGPRE_5TZR_3.txt
MK6.sdf
MK6.params
MK6_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from MK6.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
C142 & R155
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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MRGPRE. Template: FFAR1; 5KW2 (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 0.747314. Sequence Identity: 17.70%

MRGPRE&FFAR1 alignment: MRGPRE_5KW2_alignment.moe
Homology models: mrgpre_5kw2_hm.mdb
No disulfide constraint; generated 1000
loop models
receptor.loops residues C141 and L152

Robetta fragment ECL2:
LLHLLLSGACTQFFGEPSRHLCRTLWLVAA

Top ten loop models: mrgpre_5kw2_t10.mdb
MRGPRE_5KW2 Models
MRGPRE_5KW2_G_C_0122
MRGPRE_5KW2_A_C_0099
MRGPRE_5KW2_C_C_0001
MRGPRE_5KW2_H_C_0018
MRGPRE_5KW2_B_C_0117
MRGPRE_5KW2_B_C_0066
MRGPRE_5KW2_B_C_0074
MRGPRE_5KW2_H_C_0088
MRGPRE_5KW2_C_C_0125
MRGPRE_5KW2_G_C_0106
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MRGPRE_5KW2 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > MRGPRE_5KW2
Filename
MRGPRE_5KW2_alignment.moe
mrgpre_5kw2_hm.mdb
MRGPRE_5KW2.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “H”
MRGPRE_5kw2_PDBs.zip
mrgpre_5kw2_pdbs.mdb
mrgpre_5kw2_scores.mdb
mrgpre_5kw2_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
mrgpre_5kw2_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 1000 loop models
1000 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 1000 models
Merged database of mrgpre_5kw2_pdbs.mdb and
mrgpre_5kw2_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 1000 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
mrgpre_5kw2_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “H” contents
Filename
MRGPRE_5KW2_A.pdb (or any)
MRGPRE_5KW2_9.txt
MRGPRE_5KW2_3.txt
6XQ.sdf
6XQ.params
6XQ_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 6XQ.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
C141 & L152
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR37L1. Template: OX2R; 5WQC (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 0.661203. Sequence Identity:
11.70%

GPR37L1&OX2R alignment: GPR37L1_5WQC_alignment.moe
Homology models: gpr37l1_5wqc_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C89 and C172
receptor.loops residues L155 and Y185

Robetta fragment ECL2:
MTLAVPELLLWQLAQEPAPTMGTLDSCIMKPSASLPESLYSLVMTYQNA

Top ten loop models: gpr37l1_t10.mdb
NPBWR2 Models
NPBWR2_D_C_0007
NPBWR2_B_C_0020
NPBWR2_A_C_0011
NPBWR2_B_C_0069
NPBWR2_A_C_0029
NPBWR2_A_C_0003
NPBWR2_C_C_0007
NPBWR2_C_C_0003
NPBWR2_D_C_0029
NPBWR2_D_C_0034
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GPR37L1 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR37L1
Filename
GPR37L1_5WQC_alignment.moe
gpr37l1_5wqc_hm.mdb
GPR37L1.pdb
Folders labeled “A” through “D”
GPR37L1_PDBs.zip
gpr37l1_pdbs.mdb
gpr37l1_scores.mdb
gpr37l1_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr37l1_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr37l1_pdbs.mdb and
gpr37l1_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr37l1_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” through “D” contents
Filename
GPR37L1_A.pdb (or any)
GPR37L1_9.txt
GPR37L1_3.txt
7MA.sdf
7MA.params
7MA_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 7MA.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
L155 & Y185
Input file for disulfide bond. C89 & C172
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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GPR160. Template: GHSR; 6KO5 (Inactive). CoINPocket Score: 0.562647. Sequence Identity: 10.70%

GPR160&GHSR alignment: GPR160_6KO5_alignment.moe Homology models: gpr160_6ko5_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C79 and C158
receptor.loops residues I144 and Q165

Robetta fragment ECL2: LAYVLGDPAIYQSLKAQNAYSRHCPFYVSIQSYWLSFFMV

GPR160_6KO5 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR160_6KO5
Filename
GPR160_6KO5_alignment.moe
gpr160_6ko5_hm.mdb
GPR160_6KO5.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for loop
modeling
Contain loop modeling files

Folders “A” and “B” contents (Only need to generate 250 loop models). All coding complete.
Filename
GPR160_6KO5_A.pdb (or any)
GPR160_6KO5_9.txt
GPR160_6KO5_3.txt
8QX.sdf
8QX.params
8QX_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8QX.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
I144 & Q165
Input file for disulfide bond. C79 & C158
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GPR162. Template: PAR2; 5NDD (Intermediate). CoINPocket Score: 0.216684. Sequence Identity:
4.40%

GPR162&PAR2 alignment: GPR162_5NDD_alignment.moe Homology models: gpr162_5ndd_hm.mdb
disulf.cst residues C90 and C168
receptor.loops residues G155 and G176

Robetta fragment ECL2: FILSTLPSIGWHNNGERYYARGCQFIVSKIGLGFGVCFSL

Top ten loop models: gpr162_t10.mdb
GPR162 Models
GPR162_B_C_0121
GPR162_B_C_0107
GPR162_A_C_0014
GPR162_B_C_0111
GPR162_A_C_0124
GPR162_A_C_0097
GPR162_A_C_0053
GPR162_B_C_0058
GPR162_B_C_0043
GPR162_B_C_0034
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GPR162 Files: OrphanGPCR > Tbio > GPR162
Filename
GPR162_5NDD_alignment.moe
gpr162_5ndd_hm.mdb
GPR162.pdb
Folders labeled “A” and “B”
GPR162_PDBs.zip
gpr162_pdbs.mdb
gpr162_scores.mdb
gpr162_loops_scored.mdb
scores_all.txt
gpr162_t10.mdb

Purpose
Sequence alignment of target and template
Ten homology models constructed
PDB of lowest energy homology model submitted for
loop modeling
Contain loop modeling files
Contains 250 loop models
250 loop models imported into database
Filename and loop score for 250 models
Merged database of gpr162_pdbs.mdb and
gpr162_scores.mdb
Loop scores for all 250 models
Top ten lowest energy models from
gpr162_loops_scored.mdb after disulfide bond
measured and constructed

Folders “A” and “B” contents
Filename
GPR162_A.pdb (or any)
GPR162_5NDD_9.txt
GPR162_5NDD_3.txt
8TZ.sdf
8TZ.params
8TZ_0001.pdb
KICfragsub.sh
kic_with_frags.flags
receptor.loops
disulf.cst
scores_A.txt (or any)
score_C.sc
loops.log

Purpose
Homology model input
9 Fragment from Robetta
3 Fragment from Robetta
Ligand from homology model
Params file made from 8TZ.sdf
Also created from params command
Input to HPC with filename and timing for job
Main input file for loop modeling
Input file for anchors.
G155 & G176
Input file for disulfide bond. C90 & C168
Output file of scores of all loop models generated
Output from loop modeling (same filename for all
folders)
Output of whole loop modeling process
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